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FIGHTING LIGHT NATIONWIDE IN VIETNAM
Pep Club Officers
And Cheerleaders
Named At Kirksey

414

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Joseph G. Morgan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Morgan of Hazel is in the U. S. Marine
Corps and is now at Camp Le
Jeune taking advanced training. When Joe left he had to
leave his pride and joy, his hot
rod, which he parked in the
back yard. This week somebody
took a $40.00 carburetor off of
the car. We understand someone saw the boy who got it,
so it might be a good idea for
this person to put it back Anyway, who would want to steal
from a Marine who is destined
for Viet Nam?
As wo said editorially the other
day, we don't want the payroll
and occupational tax any more
than anyone else does, but we
think it is inevitable.
One concrete evidence of the
money coming from such a tax
will be more street paving.
Murray has had a good street
ving program for several
rs, however it has been curled over the past two or three
years, especially this year.

ic

If you have noticed the various
points which have been paved
or repaved, you will agree that
this paving is not hard to take.
For instance we noticed one
block from Poplar to Maple -on
Sixth that was repaved. The
next block going north on Sixth (from Maple to Main), is almost in as bad a shape as the
block that was repaved, yet it
could not get this coating of
new asphalt because of the lack
of funds. Just a thought.
Good luck to Amos Tackett who
suffered a heart attack last Saturday. Some improvement in his
condition we understand.
Amos is an expert on landscaping. When he says Taxus
Capitada, he knows what he
is talking about. The plantings
at his home at 2J3th. and College Farm Road offer a good
example of his handiwork.

We sr* about used to our new
glasses, but not to what they
cost.
Some of the best pie we have
eaten comes from the Daniel
Boone place over on Chestnut.
A Yellow Shafted Flicker gives
us a hard look as we pull out
of the driveway. He is on the
ground when he does this. He
is much more at home hanging
to a branch DT a tree trunk.

Brewers Plans For
Homecoming
The annual homecoming day
will be held at Brewers United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
August 31.
Rev. T. Y. Smythmier, a former pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. worship service.
A basket lunch will be served at noon. The afternoon will
be devoted to singing and fellowship. The Smith Brothers
Quartet of Calvert City will be
among the many singers present.

Bethel Orr
Pies Friday

Mrs. Harlan Hodges
Speaker For Meet
Kappa Department

Two Marines Killed In Battle
Que Son Valley Early Today

The Kirksey School Pep Club
The Kappa Department of
met at the school on Thursdry
least 540 tons of 500—and 750
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
and elected their new officers Bethel Orr of 1114 Poplar the Murray Woman's Club will
-pound bombs were dropped
with
year
open
the
new
club
In
a
new
SAIGON WO —
for the coming basketball sea- Street, Murray, succumbed Fricamps, staging areas
son to begin in October.
day at five p.m. at the Conval- a patio potluck dinner at the flareup in the Que Son Valley, onto base
91
Debbie Wilkerson was elect- escent Division of the Murray- club house on Tuesday, Sep- North Vietnamese troops at- and bunker complexes 80 to
withSaigon,
of
northeast
nibs
tember
2,
at
6:30
p.m.
with
rifles
tacked U. S. Marines
ed as president, Suzette Hughes Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be and hand grenades and killed in 18 miles of Cambodia.
as vice-president, Marion OutThe deceased was 91 years of
land as secretary, Gail Vaughn age. He was born January 3, the guest speaker and will give two Leathernecks while woundAll of the targets were in
spokesmen Phuoc Vinh Province, where
as treasurer, and Kathie Broach 1878, to the late Cyrus Orr and a book review, according to the ing six, military
chairman,
Mrs.
Dan
said today.
as reporter.
Jane Wilson Orr of Calloway program
the Viet Cong and North VietW. Miller. Other members of
Eighth grade cheerleaders County.
The Communist troops at- namese staged a series of atare
Mrs.
James
the
committee
elected by that class are Dot Mr. Orr is survived by one
tacked out of the night late tacks when they opened their
Pierce, captain, Jennifer Tab- daughter, Mrs. Judge Paschall Sullivan and Mrs. Joseph L.'Friday and tried to overwhelm so-calleci "autumn campaign"
era, co-coptain. Amanda Hoke, of Hazel Route One, and one Rose.
Marines, camped for the in the second week of August.
The department chairman, the
Karen Loness, Cindy Compton, son, Vester Orr of 218 Sooth
Allied military sources have
night. They got close enough to
Mrs.
John
Belt,
has
appointed
and Debbie Adams.
12th Street Murray; six grandgrenades into the Marine predicted a new upsurge of
hurl
Seventh grade cheerleaders children, Charles Paschall of Mrs. Harold Hurt as pediatric perithester.
Lighting in early September,
also elected by that class
Murray Route One, Mrs. Patric- ward chairman, Mrs. Dan Ship- U. Si headquarters said „
JW7_, with the Cambodian border Dis-.
ley
as
chairman,
sunshine
Mrs.
Margaret Giver, captain, Den- ia Hurst of Lexington, Vester
Force planes were on the seene vouacs expected to supply the
ise Morton, co-captain, Janet, Orr, Jr., of Wyoming, and Mrs. Glen Grogan as_publicity chair- almost inunedately and helped brunt of Communist soldiers
Usrey, Patsy Burkeen, Rene Janes Basclen of Texas; Mrs. man, Mrs. Phillip Tibbs as civic turn back the attack. Losses to and supplies.
chairman, Mrs. Tommy ettrisp
Sledd, and Cilia Compton.
Chailene Saunders. and Mrs. as finance chairman, and Mrs. the North Vietnamese unit were
In the Que Son Valley southnot known.
Etobbie Sue Orr eleven great E. D.
Roberts as projects chairAt least 80 Americans and west of, Da Nang, where more
frandchildren.
man.
1,000 Viet Cong and North than 1,000 guerrillas and 80
Funeral services will be held
HOLIDAY PREVIEW Six members of one family were killed
Other officers are Mrs. Dan Vietnamese have died in fight- Americans have been killed in
Sunday at four p.m. at the Mil- W.
in the top wreckage and two Air Force servicemen perished
Miller, vice-chairman, Mrs. ing during the past two weeks battle during the past two
ler Funeral Home chapel with Dan McKinney,
in the lower car when the two vehicles crashed head-on
secretary, and in the 10-mile-long valley on weeks, "very night" fighting was
officiating.
Chiles
Dr.
H.
C.
near Wadena, Minn., before the long Labor Day weekend.
Mrs. Robert J. McCoart, treas- South Vietnam's northern coast. reported by military spokesmen.
Broeringmeyer
Melvin
Pallbearers will be
Dr. Richard
The National Safety Council predicted in Chicago that beurer.
U. S. Marines and troopers of
The latest flareup was the
of 302 South 12th Street, Mur- ?lorton, Cannon Merton, Joe
tween 625 and 725 Americans could die in the three-day
Hostesses for the Tuesday only combat reported from the the Army's America! Division
of
secretary
elected
Paschall
Morton,
Jewel
West,
was
ray,
weekend traffic accidents.
meeting with the dress being valley today as headquarters were pushing into the foothills
the Kentucky Chiropractic As- West, and Bee Morton.
fight
. leading toward Laos in pursuit
casual
will be Mesdames Bob
monthe
sociation, Dtstrict f, at
Interment inn be in the Billington,
Joseph
L.
Rose,
of the North Vietnamese 2nd
total
of
148
ins
as
light,
with
a
44.4
thly meeting held in Paducah Murray Cemetery with the ar- Howard Brandon, Tommy
Division, apparently leaving the
Communist
troops
and
five
on Thursday evening.
rangements by the Miller Fune- Chrisp, Jackie Winchester, Bill
valley.
Americans killed.
Hosts for the meeting were ral Home of Hazel where fri- Wyatt, and Charles Thomas.
Closer to Saigon, an AmeriDr. and Mrs. Chester Walters. ends may call.
The American Command said
All members are urged to can civilian—Robert Handy, 28,
Dr. Broeringmeyer and othViet Cong and North Vietnaattend.
of Salem, Va.—was killed with
er officers will be installed at
mese artillerymen shelled sev
NO PAPER MONDAY
a U. S. soldier and a South Vietthe next meeting to be held at
en Allied towns and bases overnamese
interpreter
in
a
Viet
night, causing light casualties
The Murray City Council Fulton on October 6.
The Ledger and Times will
Cong ambush Wednesday near
and
damage.
Thursday passed the following
SeptemMonday
on
publish
not
Song Be, 77 miles northeast of
In Tay Ninh Province, about
resolution in memory of Presber 1, Labor Day, so that emSaigon.
50 miles northwest of Saigon
ton W. Ordway, Business Manployees of the daily paper can
The U. S. Embassy said Hanadjacent to the Cambodian Borager of Murray State Universfern.
the
with
holiday
the
enjoy
dy and the two others were
by United Press international
der,
troops of thhe U. S. 1st
who passed away last Satity,
Issue
-flies. The next regular
The 1968-69 Murray Univers- riding in the lead truck of a Air Cavalry Division reported
A record number of holiday urday.
September
Tuesday
on
will
be
four-truck
convoy
when
ity School yearbooks have arthe a small battle that cost them
travelers- were abroad in the
rived and will be distributed guerrillas opened fire with anti- two killed and three wounded.
land today, off for a final sumFamily Day will be held at 2.
by
The
holiday
will
be
taken
"BE IT RESOLVED by the the Calloway County Country
on Tuesday, September 2, be tank rockets. Handy was workmer fling during the Labor Day
South Vietnamese soldiers
Common Council of the City of Club on Monday, Labor Day. most businesses in the city with tween the hours of 12 noon ing in a U. S. governaneM proweekend.
said they killed 13 Viet Cong
Fedcounty,
state
and
all
city,
Murray,
Kentucky,
ject
assembled
aimed
at
improving refugee soldiers in fighting Friday
and 2:30 p.m.
The National Safety Council
Open golf and swimming will
near
Persons are to present their conditions.
estimated that the nation's WO in regular session on August be held in the afternoon with eral offices closed. Some restCau Ke in the Mekong Delta,
and
service
stations
aurants,
28,
1969,
that
the
Common
receipt
at
the
concession stana
a potluck supper to be served
million motor vehicles would
some retail firms will be open in the lobby of the new build- Six waves of B52 bombers about 75 miles southwest of
log a record 10 billions miles Council record with deepest at seven p. in.
went after guerrillas bivouacs Saigon.
for
business.
sorrow
the
passing
of
Preston
ing to get their yearbook.
A two ball foursome will be
during the 78-hour holiclvy,
Spokesmen said the governalong
the Cambodian border
Students in grades one where South Vietnames troop- ment troopers also freed 15
which began at 6 p.m. local W. Ordway, Business Adminis- played in the morning with the
CITATIONS
NO
trator
of
Murray
State
Universthrough six will receive their ers turned up 37 tons of hid- persons, all South Vietnamese
time Friday and ends at midtee off time for all golfers on
ity and a member of the Com- different tees to
yearbooks by giving their re- den guerrila food Friday, war civilians, who had been held
night Monday.
be at nine
DepartMurray
Police
The
ceipts to the teachers during communiques said.
In the first 12 hours of the mon Council of the City of a. in. All who have not signed
prisoner by the Viet Cong in
night
had a quiet day and
the first weeks of school.
holiday period the traffic toll Murray, Kentucky.
up may bring their wife, hus- ment
U. S. headquarters said at the district.
no citations beon
Friday
with
inched slowly upward.
band, or partner and be lined
ing issued and no traffic colThe 4 a.m. EDT count by "The record of progress of up at the tee.
GROUP II MEETING
lisions
being investigated.
while
University
State
Murray
United Press International
Pairings are as follows:
Jim Ed Diuguid, Eleanor Diushowed at least 21 persons Preston W. Ordway was busiCAR FIRE
Mrs. Mary Bordeaux will be
ness administrator and the rec- guid, Jack Roachc, and Nell
killed in holiday traffic.
the speaker at the meeting of
ord of progress and expansion Roach.
The breakdown:
The Murray Fire Department Group II of the CWF of the
of City of Murray, Kentucky, Junior Garrison, Bobbie Garanswered a call outside the city First Christian Church to be
while Mr. Ordway was a mem- rison, Don Robinson, and EulTraffic
21
limits of Murray on Friday af- held Tuesday, September 6, at
6.
ber -of- the Common Council dene Robinson.
ternoon. The fire was on a car two p.m. at the church library.
1
Miscellaneous
Murray
see.
stands for all to
Jim Payne, Agnes Payne, which was damaged on the front Mrs. P. A. Hart and Mrs. Gregg
State University, City of Murend.
Miller will be the hostesses.
22
Total
the North rtoreans on the fate
ray, Kentucky, and the sur- (Continued on Page Eight)
by United Press Internationsi of Capt. H. Crawford of Pooler,
has
greatcommunity
rounding
The worst accident of the
North Korea claimed Fri- Ga., Spec. 4 Herman E. Hofcontribuholiday period was a two-car ly benefited by the
day that three crewmen of a statter of Lowpoint, Ill., and
knowledge, inkeen
tion
of
his
collision two miles south oi
U.S. Army helicopter shot down WO Malcolm V. Leopke of
labors. The
Garrison, Tex., which killed terest and persistent
13 days ago are alive but Richmond, Ind., was disclosed
ofOrdway as an
four persons and critically in- loss of Mr.
wounded. A Chicago minister at a meeting between allied
and adcitizen,
friend
ficial,
jured another.
said North Korean authorities and 'Cothrnimist officials at
by all
felt
visor
will
long
be
The Safety Council estimated
planned to release the men Panmunjom, Korea, today.
Murray, Kentucin advance of the holiday that the citizens of
September 18th.
surrounding area.
Lindstrom announced shortly
and
the
ky,
from 625 to 725 persons would
The Pentagon in Washington after that "private negotiations
lost a valuperish in traffic accidents dur- All of us have truly
Rev. for
refused
to
comment
on
the
the release of the three
ing the three-day weekend. A ed friend and advisor.
Paul Lindstrom's announcement crew members
which began imcomparable non.holiday period
that an organization he heads,
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLV
mediately after the Pueblo
would claim 500 traffic victims. ED that the Common Council
Remember the Pueblo, had pricommittee learned the meg
The record for a Labor Day of the City of Murray, Kentucvately negotiated for the rewere alive "are now being conweekend was set last year ky, extend to the family of
lease of the crew members
sumated," adding that reprewhen 688 persons were killed Preston W. Ordway our sympaAuthorities recalled that in the
sentatives of the organization
in traffic accidents. The worst thy in this time of loss which
instance if another plane shot
would be in Panmunjom Sept
total for a summer holiday we share with them. A copy
down off North Korea Linds18 to accept the men's release.
occurred over the 1967 July of this resolution shall be furtrom was wrong in declaring
Lindstrom claimed to have
Fourth four-day weekend when nished to Mrs. Ordway and
several of the crew had survivknown for some time" that
732 were killed in traffic
ed.
John Preston."
the men were alive. He foundThe first information from
ed his organization after the

are

Dr. Broeringmeyer
Elected Secretary
District Group

Passed
Record Count Resolution
By City Council On
Preston Ordway
On Roads For
Labor Ray

Calloway Lineups
For Golf Foursome
Given For Monday

1968-69 Yearbooks
Have Arrived At
University School

No.'Korea Claims Three GIs
Shot Down Are Alive,Inj

NOW YOU KNOW

NAME OMITTED

LLOSEP MONDAY

by United Press International
Wayne Perrin was omitted as
The fictional character corn one of the coaches for the
CLOSED MONDAY
manly called "Camille* actual young girls softball team, Jets,
The Murray-Calloway County ly was Marguerite Gautier, the in the "list published in WedLibrary will be closed on Mon- Principal figure in the novel nesday's issue of the Ledger
day, Labor Day, and will re- and play "La Dame aux Cariel- & Times. He is the son of Mr.
ias" by Alexandre Dumasfils. and Mrs. Felix Perrin.
open on Tuesday.

POUTICKLED PINK? It's not often you see a former Democratic president and an incumbent Republican presided this cozy, but.that's the way it was for the. Democrat's 61st
birthday party in San otemente, Calif., site of the Summer White House. '

The Business Office of South
Central Bell Telephone Company, 604 Olive Street, will be
closed Monday, September 1,
for the Labor Day holiday.
The office will be open for
business at 9:00 a.m on Tuesday, September 2

seizure of the U.S. intelligence
ship Pueblo by the North Ku
reans and furnished the media
with considerable informatien
about the crew during their
long captivity.
Lindstrom is the pastor ef
the Church of Christian Liberty
in suburban Prospect Heights
lie made his disclosure concern (Continued on Page Eight)

"DRIVE FOR YOUR LIFE" OVER THE LABOR DAY WEEKEND
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TIMES —
played in Murray *is summer," from the column, "been and
Heard Around Murray".
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William E. Hendon,
PUILISKING
COMPANY.
TIMES
•
DGEE
M
of
by LliERD
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turner, and a girl to Mr. an Mrs.
rU
nUdaUon
er.
the
Clay C. Darnell.
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1023, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1042.
by Darrell Shoemaker
163 N. 4th Street, Mersey, Kentneky 4.11111
1'
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
;.LEDGER •TIMES FHA
reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
Nobody ever grew up any poor-1•terest of our residers.
Deaths reported this week are Mrs. Charlie Allbritten of Hazel er than I did but I did not realize
et
It for everybody else was in the
By Mn. W. P. WiLL1AMS
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 15011 and Everett Hill, age 44.
Medium Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., Mew York, N.Y. Morris Evans, Gene Graham, Harold Glenn Doran, Fred Milton same financial shape. When I
Have you ever thought about can be absorbed into the blossom.
Stephenoon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Wells, Ben Crawford, Dickie Hood, and John Daniel Lovett all arried all I had was a gun shy
the
number of flowers that can be Rose Petal Dressing: Mix la
lid
dog,
received
It
a fine wife and 63e.
awards at the meeting of Boy Scout Troop 45,
antered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamlasion
used to make delightful recipes? cup vinegar, 2 tablespoons sugar
was
a
Miss
then
common
to
practice
Lutz
Clayton
Beale,
Miss
Hilda
Dulaney,
Second °bun Matter
Miss Lucy Lee,
,
and Mrs. J. B. Wilson have returned from Peabody Collefe at buy groceries on the credit and The Romans are said to have and 'a teaspoon salt and pour
ON RATES By Carrier In Murray, per week 300, • - Nashville, Tenn., where they have
used roses lavishly for flavoring over two tablespoons chopped
been studying during the pay off when the tobacco crop was
'itonth $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, ner year, PAO; summer.
sold. I guess that the first time fine foods and the Spartans woul ruse petals. Store in the
..16ones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 616.00. All service subscriptions ag."
Showing Saturday at the Varsity Theatre is "A Star is Ban" that I actually remember the pay- refuse wine that had not bee refrigerator for 48 hours then
strain to remove petals. This
ing off of such an account was perfumed with the essence
starring Janet Gaynor and Frederic March,
"The Outstanding Chile Asset of a Ceinnosnity Is the
makes a truly elegant dressing
when Dad sold his tobacco and ruses.
Integrity a its Newspaper
We all have made rose petal for fruit salad.
living closer to New Providence
that
keeps
its Nasturtium Pickles: Gather
he traded with Uncle Hardy Mill- potpourri
SATURDAY — AUGUST 30, 1969
er, who ran a general store there fragrance for several years but seed pods while green and tender,
at the time, and after much fig- using them in recipes is more leaving on a bit of stem. Put in
a;
uring, he said Finns, you owe unusual. Here are some you weak brine for six days, changing
FOUR-LANE
STREET
NOW
MAIN
•1
brine twice. Drain and pack in
me $63.50. That was for every- :night enjoy trying.
•
Rose
Treat:
2 hot sterilized jars. Prepare
thing he charged for the year. 'Jrange
PUBLIC HEARING has been called for September 18 at
tablespoons gelatin, 14 cup water, enough vinegar to cover, adding
He saith to him again the second time, Simon, son of Jonas, There are many things that
cups sugar, al pound finely for each pint six peppercorns, one
the Murray City Hall by the Kentucky Department of Highways
happen to a child that become
lovest thou me? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord; thou icnowest that
.hopped nut meats, 1 cup finely bay leaf, one tablespoon salt, a
indeliable
lifetime.
for
One
a
concerning the four-laning of Main Street.
I love thee. He saith unto him, Feed my sheep. — John 2116:
such thing was seeing "Uncle cnopped rose petals, grated rind small bit of horseradish. Other
This is a critical public hearing for the citizens of Murray.
Genuine love for Christ is the basic qualification for His servie.
Almon Beale" setting in a big at one organge, jucie of one spices, such as one blade of
We believe that any four lane highway coming into or out
cane back rocker on the side- lemon.
mace, or two tarragon leaves
of Murray will add to our system of streets and highways and
walk near the track door where Add 'a cup water
to the gelatin may be used if desired. Heat
the business still remains. He and let soak for 10
iherefore we do not think that Nye should give the Kentucky Deminutes. Add mixture to boiling point, simmer
had a white goatee, big black remaining 44
partment of Highways any excuse whatsoever to delay this fourcup water to the five minutes, strain and pour
hat and an ever present walking sugar. Stir and .
boil over slow over nasturtiums seeds in jars
laning project.4e
cane. Mr. Horace Churchill, Ben beat until the sugar
is dissovled. and seal. It usually takes about
The public hearing may be perfectly in order and in keeping
Grogan the banker and Mr. Bert Add the soaked
gelatin to the laree months for the pickes to be
and Jess Sexton represented big mixture and boil
with our democratic processes, but at the same time we believe
for 20 minutes in ready. Bottles may be used, if so,
By
Thurman
important
men to me.
Sensing
cork tightly and seal well.
a double boiler.
iat the results of this public hearing should be "FOUR LANE
Dad bought his "Ole Black
Nasturtiums can be stuffed
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
MAIN STREET NOW."
Place nut meats and r
Joe" fertilizer from the latter
with a mixture of parsley, capers
petals
on
a
lightly greased and pickles mixed with shredded
The people of Murray should be of one accord as far as this
two for
tobacco and it was
Southern States Industrial Council carefully his
measured out one spo- platter. Sprinkle the orange rind tuna. Add enough mayonnaise to
jir• oject is concerned.
onful to each hill. Now farmers and lemon juice over them. Pour hold together. Snip pistils and
• Naturally it will raise problems, such as where does the
put down around a ton per acre. the hot syrup over all the stalks from big aiasturtium
"tame go when it hits the court square? how will water, sewer Unfair To People Who Work And that a welfare recipient rake
For the neatest, best dressed ingredients. Chill the paste for blossoms and stuff with a
alaasa
Pay Taxes
ind natural gas lines be moved? will some homes be too close
leaves, pick up trash or work and most cheerful business man about six hours, then cut into teaspoonful of the mixture,
as a domestic? Someone in this in Murray, Luther Robertson squares and roll in confectioner's pressing each petal firmly to
to the street? etc. These are problems which will have to be
President Nixon's Family Assi- country has to do the more men- (Mr. Luther to me) gets my
num- sugar. I have made this and it is ciose the flower and hide the
Worked out, and will be worked out in time.
stance plan, designed as a major
ber one vote, Speaking of busine- delicious. One caution. If you use stetting. Place on a plate and
5
But the fundamental issue is do we want Main Street four- overhaul of the nation's welfarE ial tasks. In other lands men ss men, I want to discuss
person- systemic poison, the sort that is sprinkle with French dressing.
lamed. If we do, then voices should be of one accord, "FOUR system, is coming in for closE and women work as street clean- alities that began with nothing, placed around the roots to be Keep in the refrigerator until
scrutiny from both conservatives ers or as cooks and regard hon- nothing but the bank's
confidence absorbed by the plant, DO NOT needed and serve as hors
LANE MAIN STREET NOW."
and liberals. In general, con- est work as dignified. The typic- and have been real successful. us the rose petals, as the poison d'.ieuvres.
It is common knowledge that the Kentucky Department of set vatiies are unhappy about al American welfare drone, who
At one time within recent yeaHighways can build a four-lane highway if they want it, when conservaaives are unhappy about lives on the taxpayers, thinks rs there were seven
flour mills
surrender theerican fort at
they want it, whereever they want it. Two gubernatorial candi- It. They point out that Richard khe is too good to do any work. in this community and now just
West Point,
Nixon, when seeking the presi- The.smart aleck youngster,brou- one remains.
The Lynn Grove
dates promised to four-lane Main Street if elected. Governor
In 1932 Hermann Goering,
dency, said of the problem of ght up on 0E0 uplift brograms, Milling Co.,
Today
is
with Fleetwood and
Saturday, Aug. 30,
Nunn apparently is prepared to follow through on his promise.
often
referred to as No. 2 Nazi,
the poor: "The first need is to often says to an employer: "Man Gordon
Crouch as operators sin- the 242nd day of 1969 with 123
was elected president of the
We would regret to see a situation arise at this public hear- replace dependence with indepen- no onetells me to do anything." ce 1919. For all
these years they to follow.
German Reichstag.
ing where voices are raised, some for and some against the pro- dence." The Family Assistance He expects the taxpayers to keep have purchased the grain from
The moon is between its full
In 1965 Casey Stengel stepped
plan, however, actually increas- providing weekly payments. Such local farmers
and converted it phase and last quarter.
ject. The obvious move for the Highway Department would be
out of baseball after a career of
es dependence. The number of practices could bring on a tax- Into
The
morning
as
fine
stars
a
quality
flour as is
are Venus more
merely to say "you folks get together down here and when you recipients of federal aid would payers revolt.
than four decades when
produced in the U. S. A. Home and Saturn.
Millions Of responsible citihe retired as manager of the
be doubled. Therefore, conser410, call us". This in effect would be the end of the project.
baked biscuits is In most part The evening stars are MercuNew York Mets.
f. We do mot mean to say the Kentucky Department of High- vatives are dismayed at the ad- zens work hard every day of the- a lost art but everyone should ry, Mars and Jupiter.
ir lives. Husbands and fathers
ministration's
program,
finding
have a sack of Lynn Grove's On this day in history:
ilfaysitis, being underhanded, or would be tmderbanded. We are
In it change but not reform. rise early to drive trucks, un- Best
flour on hand to make sweet In 30 B.C. Cleopatra commitmerely saying that they can spend this same money somewhere
Liberals, on the other hand, load cargo, and work at heavy milk gravy, something
that will ted suicide by permitting a
A thought for the day: Henry
else where the pressure is greater. Any excuse at all to delay the are surprised at the content of construction jobs. Wives and mosnake to bite her.
never go out of style.
Thoreau said, "The savage in
thers
devote
long
hours
to
mainthe
plan.
And
they
while
don't
Main Street project would be well and good since it would reIn 1780 Benedict Arnold man is never quite
eradicated."
like Mr. Nixon's emphasis on fi- taining their homes, (king the
promised the British he would
lease funds for some other project. somewhere else and at the
nding suitable work for the poor, laundry and other chores. Many
same time relieve them from pressure locally since an obvious they find some features of the millions of citizens "moonlight"
— have two jobs, that is. If this
gesture will have been made in fulfilling this promise.
program very attractive.
is
the case, how can the nation
Daniel
Schorr,
the
CBS
co;
We do not mean to leave the impression here that the Kenmmentator, gave a liberal's view tolerate a welfare system that
tucky Department of Highways seeks any dissension over the
of the Family Assistance plan allows able-bodied people to get
four-inning project, but we do believe that it is almost manda- in the August 18
issue of The relief payments while avoiding
tory that no dissension arises at this public hearing.
New Leader Magazine, a publi- work.
Whether or not the "suitable
.
Murray was not blessed with wide streets when it was laid cation sponsored by the AmeriNEW YORK (UPI)— The
work" requirement stays in the
Drug, Prescription
out. The streets were adequate for that time, but not for this can Labor Conference on InterFamily present market is a "traders'
national Affairs. Mr. Schorr said Nixon administration
day and age when two automobiles are normal in many house- that despite objections
and ques- Assistance plan, the program market," in which "the nimbleholds Then too, many university students own one or even two tions "one must not lose sight Is a mistake. It assumes that witted win, while the majority
Open only Sunday morning
of some essential advances (in society must bear the burdens lose," says the Neill Letter of
automobiles.
8 a.m. to II a.m.
of 22 million people, whereas Contrary Opinion. Preservation
The parking and traffic problems in Murray have been dis- the Nixon plan). This is an effort
to federalize the patchwork wel- every able-bodied adult should of capital is an important
cussed many, many times, and the traffic situation will get fare system. It
would expand be responsible for his own ma- consideration in such a market,
worse, not better.
coverage from 10 million to 22 intenance and progress in life. the firm suggests and recomIt does The administration only antago- mends sticking to a fifty-fifty
With the university growing at a fast rate, with the west million Americans
nizes working people with the schedule of invested funds and
contain
the
implied
commitment
side of the city expanding rapidly, with a new high school being
to income maintenance for Amer- Family Assistance plan. It would reserves until the economic
planned on the west side of town, with four churches, two ele- icans in need. And all
this from do well to shelve the program. outlook justifies more confidence in the stock market
eatery schools and Calloway County High School on the west a President elected by the welthan at present.
of the city, adequate facilities must be constructed to take fare - hating 'forgotten' middle. 3IGNS BILL
—
American."
class
re of this heavy flow of traffic, both now and for the future.
The key to this market is
Mr. Schorr, an active liberal, WASHINGTON (UPI) — PresCitizens must be able to get to the downtown area easily, aas a point all right. The
pro- ident Nixon has signed a bill monetary restraint, observes
back to their home, school, church or other destination on posal is a strange one from an tightening Civil
Aeronautics Bache & Co. "Only when prices
administration that is supposed Board control over acquisition begin to fade can we hope for
west side, in a convenient manner.
of airlines. Under the law, CAB some meaningful relief from
This apparently is our golden opportunity to four lane the to speak for the forgotten blue approval will be
required for the Federal Reserve Board,
collar and white collar Ameriartery of our city, a street which has long been a "bottle, can who pays his taxes and fam- acquisition of 10 per cent of any And
only
when the market
class of stock of an airline. It believes
the tight
"to smoothly flowing 'traffic.
ily bills.
money
The one redeeming feature in also requires anyone owning syndrome is truly over can
We hope that all those who attend this meeting on Septemthe administration plan to sub- more than 5 per rent of an stock prices sustain an upside
r 18 will bear in mind the possibilities which exist
if con- sidize poor families is the pro- .irline's stock to report a advance." The firm suggests
ersy arises over whether the project should be constructed. vision that a recipient
of aid description of such ownership keeping a weather eye on the
annually with the CAB,
economic price structure for
Main Street varies from 40.6 feet at one point to 58 feet
at must accept suitable work, ii
signposts to future monetary
offered., But that's the one featwidest point. This means that the smallest amount of
damage ure unlikely to
direction.
win approval in
property along the street will be incurred. We do not
have a Congress where liberals are
———
ct figures but the four-lane street would take
Labor Day frequently has
approzimittely powerful.
to 48 feet. Narrower widths are closer to the downtown
been followed by more emphaMr. Schorr, in commenting on
area.
tic business and stock market
this section of the Family Assistrends, observes W.E. Hutton &
tance plan, said: "There are quCo. It marks the end of
estions still to be answered —
summer and the beginning of a
perhaps when the legislative lanew business year in the
nguage is written in September.
LEDGEE & TIMES FILZ
thinking of many people, the
Must a welfare recipient accept
firm notes. For this reason, it
any job offered, anywhere? Will
E, Stubblefield, well known local accountant, died today at there be any recourse
says, trends in , both the
for the
Murray Hospital.
financial markets and commerwelfare recipient who is told to
roximately twenty Democrats from Murray attended the rake leaves or to become Mrs.
cial activies should be watched
.00 a plate Democratic dinner at Louisville yesterctay.
closely during the next few
Jones' house servant?"
erald Owens, Terry Wilson, Carolyn Hughes, Hughes Hennweeks.
It's not too hard to figure out
and Dianna Ferguson are new officers of Hazel High School what will happen. The liberals
———
or class. Mrs. Geraldine Myers is the sponsor,
"The business and financial
in Congress will "gut" the legisharlotte Whitnell will open her Expression Studio at the lative proposal of the requirecommunity already have been
onal Hotel. Classes will begin on September 5.
pragmatic enough to recognize
ment for accepting suitable work.
that galloping insolvency is no
From the liberal standpoint, no
remedy for galloping inflation,
one should be compelled to accept
SENTENCE SEPT. 23 —Grant 13- and that, on
the contrary,
work unless it is in a clean air- ('ooper
above), a defense
galloping inflation feeds on any
conditioned office, at good wages.
attorney for Sirhan B. SirLEDGE*•TIMES PILE
failure to soak it up," observes
If the liberals are successful in
n cnnvicted in the Robert
The Janeway Service. "The
removing the work requirement,
Kennedy assassination, is to
prognosis now is for the costthe country will be stuck with a
be sentenced Sept. 23 on hid price push ta
new rural highway from Hazel via Harris Grove, Lynn welfare program double the size
^ontinue rolling
plea of guilty to contempt of onward and upward
ve, and Browns Grove to the Graves County line is being of the present one — and with no
while the
court in Los Angeles. Coop- structure of credit and
ucted, Wording to 'word received by George E. Overbey, means at all of getting the shiftthe
er, 66, admitted (unlawful atmosphere of confidence
tor.
less to work.
are
pdssession of secret grind engulfed in panic, taking
Fire Prevention Week which begins on October 9 will be sponThe liberal attitude is fantasthe
jury transcripts dealing with bond market and the stock
ed in Murray by the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
tic, of course. Why in the world
the Friars Club cad cheatrt Magazine recognizes the North-South basketball game should it be a crime to insist
market with them," the firm
ing trial last year
says.
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SENSING THE NEWS
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REPORTED — Using
street fighting during the
first anniversary of the Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia as an excuse, the
Czechoslovak government is
preparing to purge the last
remaining progressives from
positions of power in Prague,
according to diplomatic reports reaching Vienna, Austria. First to go, it is said,
will be the two leading heroes
of the reform days- Alexander Dubcek top and Joseph Sm rkovsk v.
PURGE
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Tennessee Has Lost Starting
Backfield,Still In Good Shape
Lester McClain who was the
first Negro to play for the Vols;
and 210-pound sophomore Cup
ATLANTA (UPI)- Most foot Watson who Dickey says "couift
ball coaches would be having become the best running fullnightmares after losing an en back We've had since I have
tire starting offensive backfield, been at Tennessee."
Two Good Linebackers
but Tennessee's Doug Dicke
By MILTON RICHMAN
mills,' recalls Willie's father. sleeps soundly after coun
The defense is even better.
UPI Sports Writer
"He went to high school and as the Vols' other assets.
Linebacker Steve Killer, anothsoon as he finished, the Giants
Dickey, whose teams have er All-SEC choice in '68, Is the
signed him."
posted a .784 percentage the Vols' other All-America candiNEW YORK (UPI)- Willie
Willie's papa is a lot like
date; linebacker Jack Reynolds
WETHERSFIELD,
C 0 n n. Mays, 38, is coming back again Willie. Basically, he is a quiet past four years, isn't kidding
himself. He knows you don't re- is rated about Kiner's equal;
UPI)- The $100,000 Greater next year.
man, not the least bit pushy or place Bubba Wyche, Richmond monsterman Mike Jones may
Hartford Open got under way
There never was any doubt in puffed up because of who his
Flowers, Richard Pickens and be Tennessee's best all-around
Friday with Billy Casper Jack his mind, only in the minds of
son is, and when he smiles, Bill Baker at one time.
athlete; and safetyman Bill
Nicklaus, Lee Trevino and the some others.
which is often, you'd take an
Young was second last year onBut
knows
he
he
also
at
has
year's
top
money winner,
Willie Mays has discovered a oath that it's Willie Mays, the
least two potential All-Americas ly to Georgia's All-America
Franf Beard, leading the field. few new aches he never had
son, and not Willie Mays, the and four or five others capable Jake Scott.
CHOW-TIME FOR THE RACERS - Murray State football coach (left)
Most of the nation's top pros before, he doesn't pull that
and Murray mayor
father.
of garnering all-conference sta- Dickey has made two basic
were on hand to tee off on the good fast ball or hit it out of
Holmes Ellis (right) discuss the Thoroughbreds' prospects for the '69 season
with Sam Tandy
The senior Mays' pride in his tus among the 32 lettermen re- changes in strategy. While the
opening round. Only Arnold the park like he once did, and
and Greg Holtman at the barbecue which traditionally opened
tall practice. Tandy, a veteran
Palmer, who has an ailing hip, he can use an occasional day son is unmistakable. It becomes turning from a team that posted Vols will still retain the I forguard, was all-conference last season. Holtman, a freshman center, played prep
football at St. was absent.
obvious in discussing the recent a fine 8-1-1 record before col- mation at times, they're going
Xavier of Cincinnati. Murray will open its season at Murray September
off, but he still outperforms selection of Babe Ruth, Ty
20 against Eastern
lapsing against Texas in the to the so-called "triple option"
The
winner
of the four day 'nine out of ten others and can't
Michigan.
series on offense and to the
classic will pocket the $20,000 understand why some people Cobb and Joe DiMaggio as Cotton Bowl.
4-3-4 defense made popular by
Experience Needed
top prize. The favorite at the are looking to rush him into baseball's greatest outfield of
all time.
"I'm hoping that our defense the pros.
start of play was anyone's retirement.
Willie made the "second will be able to contain some
He's switching Kell, probably
guess.
Nobody has to tell Willie team,"
so to speak. He was teams in the early part of the the strongest player in the SEC,
The relatively short (4668 Mays he doesn't get the same
yard), but tricky course was in jump on the ball he did 10 picked as one of the three season because it undoubtedly from last year's center post to
perfect shape at the start 01 years ago. He knows that. greatest living outfielders along will take our new offense a guard because he feels he'll find
Di
Maggio and Ted while to get going," Dickey more blocking targets there.
play. Heavy rains in July ,Nobody has to tell him his arm with
Junior Bobby Scott, the heir,
said. "Maybe we'll get our
produced the lush fairways and isn't what it used to be either. Williams.
"I think Willie deserves to be share of breaks. This is a seas- apparent at quarterback, saw
perfect greens at the Wethers- He knows that, too.
up there with the greats," his on in which injuries, luck and limited action last season befield Country Club, just outside
But there's at least one man
By United Press International toppled the Oilers of the
father says. "Some people say the kicking game can determine hind Wyche, but Dickey says
Hartford, the state capital.
who
says
Willie is the same he should've
American Football League.
been in the all- the kind of year we have."
the 6-foot-1, 205-pounder "has
In addition to a slice of the now he was 20 years ago.
The Dallas Cowboys had to
Pro football action intensities
time outfield, but Joe DiMaggio
Before Dickey, now only 37, great physical potential."
$100,000
prize
money
players
"To
me,"
this
man
says,
fight off the Houston Oilers to Saturday night with the eighth
"he
By MIKE QUANE'here were seeking to qualify for hasn't changed at all. He's has always been his idol, and I took over at Tennessee prior to
win the unofficial Texas pro annual doubleheader at ClevePickens was the SEC's leadUPI Sports
the
Alcan Golfer of the Year about the same today as he was think Willie would just as soon the 1964 season, the Vols, long ing rusher
football championship and now land
It's embarrassing for a bigbut Dickey feels
Stadium
be
biggest
the
second
to
Joe."
a
Southern
grid power, had fallits the St. Louis Cardinals and attraction. The Cleveland leaguer to be caught off base, championship, to be held in when he was 10 years old. He Mays' father is aware
Watson may more than make
his
son
en
on
lean-for-t
hem
years.
Portland,
Ore.
Sept.
24.
goes to sleep early; he reads
Kansas City Chiefs turn to Browns play the Green Bay but Billy Williams can laugh
is in the homestretch as far as
His progress attests that de- up the slack. "He is larger thari
The
GHO
is
the final funny books; he doesn't drink,
battle for the so-called Missouri Packers in the second game of about the blunder as long as
his
active
career
is
concerned
. spite the gaps to be tilled Ten- Pickens and he has the speed
tournament of the tour in which he doesn't smoke and he
title.
He also knows how much nessee will again be a contend- to make the big play." Bobby
the doubleheaders while Chica- the Chicago Cubs keep on pro golfers
can
qualify for the doesn't bother with any bad
Dallas got tough in the third go and the Buffalo Bills meet in winning.
baseball means to Willie,
er for the Southeastern Confer- Patterson, a 208-pound junior,
company."
period Thursday night to nip the first.
Williams and teammates Don Alcan tournament.
probably will start at tailback
"In
a
way,"
he says, ence title.
Alcan qualifiers are chosen
The man who says all this thoughtfull
the Oilers, 14-11, in the
but the latest in the long line
In other games Saturday Kessinger and Glenn Beckert from
y,
"I
feel
sorry
Offensivel
y,
there
is
the
the top 12 finishers about Willie Mays knows him
Astrodome and win the first Washington (2-1) faces Detroit were victimized in a triple play
for
him,
but
the
time South's leading contender for of Majors brothers, 196 - pound
annual Governor's Cup,'symbo- (2-1) at Tampa, Fla., the New for the second time in three (including ties), based on a better than anyone else in the has
to
come for Willie as All-America guard in the person sophomore Bobby, also is on
lic of the championship. It also York •Calants and l'hiladelphia weeks Friday night, but the player's total for his three best world. The man who says all well as everybody else. When
the scene.
of muscular, 255 - pound junior
marked the third time in _three Eagles clash in an afternoon Cubs overcame their embar- sCbres in - the Greater New this about him is his lather, the thy comes that he can't
ChM
Kell; All.cFC tight end
Orleans Open, the- Western also named- Male-Mays, also
outings
that
the
National outing at Princeton, N.J., Los rassment and went on to beat
Open, the Philadelphia Classic and exceptionally fine center- play anymore, I'll feel very Ken DeLong; standout flanker
Football League Cowboys have Angeles is at San Diego, the Atlanta Braves, 2-1.
bad. I guess I'm just a tan like
fielder in his day but never a everyone else,
"I guess that must give me and the GHQ
Baltimore (4-0) clashes with
and I'll hate to
Eleven
members
of
the
professional performer.
Miami in the Orange Bowl, some kind of record," said Ryder
see
that
day.
Cup team were also here
The elder Mays, still in good "You know,
Atlanta visits New Orleans, Williams later, but we also won to warm
some like Willie's OFF LIMITS
up for the Ryder Cup physical shape at 56, bears such
Cincinnati travels to Pittsburgh the game the other time at San matches
hitting,
but
I
like his fielding
in England, Sept. 18. a startling resemblance to his
Diego and that's what counts."
and the world champion New
Besides
Nicklaus,
Beard, famous son that he frequently best of all. I enjoy seeing him
Cinci Beats St. Louis
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
York Jets tackle the Minnesota
and
By STEVE SMILANICH
Caspr, othel is mistaken for him in and glide around in the outfield."
In other National League Trevino
Defense Department may place
Vikings at Winston-Salem, N.C. action, Cincinnati
UPI Sports Writer
several Mexican cities off
trounced St. Ryder Cup players are compet- around Shea Stadium where he BOOK UNVEILED
The busy Labor Day weekend Louis, 8-1, Pittsburgh
ing the PGA champion Ha; always comes out to see him
The Kansas City Chiefs are
limits for American military
got by
Floyd, Dave Hill, Ken Still, play when the Giants
winds up Sunday with Oakland Houston, 4-2, in 10
are in
innings, San
personnel because of drug on the warpath if for no other
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
Dale Douglass, Dan Siltef, town.
battling winless San Francisco Diego trimmed Montreal,,
reason than to prove they're
3-0,
Baseball Encyclopedia, a 2,300- traffic. A Pentagimi spokesman currently
Tommy
In the Oakland Stadium and San Francisco stopped
Ariron
and Millft
the liottest team isa
sate:
the New
"The
'
Departmen
t
of
pake
book
which
includes
the
professional football and the
DARLINGTON, S. C. (SPI)- Denver and Boston meeting in York Mets, 5-0, and the Los Barbe
"People stop me and say, records
Defense
is
increasing
ly
conof every player who's
most logical challenger to the
'Hey, Willie, will you sign seen action
Drivers got a better bite on the the Gator Bowl at Jacksonville, Angeles
Dodgers
beat the
about
the
rapidly
since 1876, was cerned
world champion New York Jets:
this?"
13/8 miles of oval asphalt at Dar- Fla.
he
laughs. "I tell them unveiled Thursday at a
Philadelphia Phils, 6-5.
growing
traffic
in
narcotics,
their
ninth
straight
press
triuniA
Craig Morton threw a 34-yard
The Chiefs, participants
lington Thursday, easing some
In the American League, behind ghe four-hit pitching of "I'm not Willie, I'm the father, preview. Bowie
Kuhn, the marijuana and dangerous drugs the first Super
pass to flanker California took a doublehead
Bowl game 14
of their tibrries about Monday's touchdown
and
they
say
they
want
my
er Juan Marichal who notched us
commissioner of baseball, was across the Mexican border.
1967 when they were intimidata
20th annual running of the Lance Rentzel and set up from Baltimore, 6-2 and 2-1, 16th win.
autograph
anyway.
That
makes
Accordingl
y,
it
is
giving
conguest
the
honor.
of
Bobby Bonds got a
another TD with a 34-yard pacs Minnesota
ed by the Green Bay Packers,
Southern 500 stock car race.
routed Boston, 10-4, three-run_ _honker Iv_ _the West me feel good,"
The book, to be published s deration to declaring 'off
Slick spots sent numerous to Bob Hayes to lead the Chicago -beat Cleveland; -4-2, Coast club.
'father- has a Sept. 10 by the MacMillan Co. limits' several Mexican border continued to pick up momentum in the exhibition campaign
cars weaying on Wednesday and Cowboys past the Oilers. A Oakland shut out Washington, 5Al Santorini-allowed only twc right to feel good. Few other and Information Concepts, Inc., cities for indefinite periods of
Friday night by downing the St..
persons ever made more people is a completely new
sent Ford driver Cale Yarbor- crowd of 55,130- largest football 0, Detroit bested Seattle, 6-1, hits in hurling San
time."
work which
Diego past
Louis Cardinals, 31-21.
happy than his son has in a has been researche
ough into the wall seconds af- in Astrodome history- watched and New York also downed the Expos. It
d
the
past
was
his first
The victory for the American.
remarkable
ter crossing the finish line at a the contest.
18-year career. two years and contains inforKansas City, 6-1.
major
league
shutout
and
Football
League team was their
Willie's father remembers how mation, particularly
record 151.985 miles per hottr to
Jim Hicman's seventh-inning boosted his record to 6-6.
about re- SIGNS CONTRACT
fifth without a loss and the
gain the pole position.
homer provided the difference
cords before 1920, which has
Len Gabrielson's pinch-hit It all started.
"When he was two years old, never been compiled.
Bobby Allison of Hueytown,
for the Cubs as they shook off sacrifice fly in the eighth inning
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Noel Pi- third at the evpanse of a rival
I bought him a rubber ball,"
Ala., a top driver in the Dodge HILLER TO
the wierd first-inning baserun- climaxed a four-run rally
card,
a 30-year-old defenseman from the National Football
COACH
that
League.
says
the
elder
Mays.
stable, came back to the track
ning
"I'd
that
roll
it
gave
the
Braves
their
for
the
St. Louis Blues signed
provided the Dodgers with the
LORETTA, Pa.(UPI)- John
Len Dawson, considered to be
him.
to
Then
when
with his timing chain problems Hiller,
first
I'd
triple
stop,
play
since
moving
to
his contract Thursday for the
the
margin of victory over the
head basketball
the most accurate passer in pro
he'd cry for it. Not many ROOKIE SIDELINED
Atlanta.
licked Thursday and won the coach at Albuquerq
1969
season
of
the
Phils.
National
ue Academy
football, tossed two touchdown
people know it, but Willie was a
ninth starting position, at a the past
Cincinnati's
Jim
Maloney
Hockey League.
six seasons, was
passes,
little Mike Garrett
better
football
scattered
player
speed of 151.482 m.p.h.
than
eight
a
St.
Louis hits
Picard collected five goals
LAKE FOREST,
named to a similar position at
plunged for a third score and.
baseball player as a boy. I Rookie kicker Jerry Warren
Drivers said every run de- St. Francis
and coasted to his seventh
and
19
assists
last
season while Jan Stenerud
of
College.
kicked three field
think his going into baseball the St. Louis Cardinals
posited more rubber on the slipHiller succeeds John Clark, victory as Pete Rose, Bobby
was the Blues won the Western goals
in powering the Chiefs to
instead
Tolan,
pery spots, and the track should who
football
of
Alex
was
my
Johnson
and
John
Division
injured
title
in
in
a
the
swimming
NHL.
resigned
pool
recently
to Bench each
victory.
decision. I always liked base- diving
be in top position for the Labor become head
drove in two runs
accident
Wednesday.
coach of the
ball
best.
I
felt
Day classic.
heavy-hitt
the
for
it
such
was
ing
a
Reds.
He's expected to be sidelined
Pittsburgh
Pipers
of the
clean game. Besides, I didn't indefinitely.
John Sears of Ellerbe, N.C., American
Two-run Double
Basketball Associatwant him hurting his knees,"
Al Oliver's two-out, two-run
won 10th starting position with ion.
Waren dove off the high
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS...
While Willie grew up near board into the shallow part
double in the 10th inning gave
a run of 146.462 m.p.h. in a
of
BFGIN SAVING WITH A $25 DEPOSIT!
Birmingha
the Pirates their win over the
Ford, followed by Richard
m, his father worked the pool and hit his head on the
in a steel mill.
Astros after Fred Patek had
Brooks of Spartanburg, S. C.,
bottom. He suffered severe
DARLINGTON, S. C. (UPI)"I used to tell him all the facial lacerations and a cracked
in a Plymouth at 146.367.
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI) tied it in the ninth with a runOther qualifiers, in order, were - Ray Rogers of Muscogee, producing single. Oliver's hit The third attempt proved the time, 'don't go into the steel vertebra.
James Hylton of Inman, S. C.; Okla., and Mrs. Doreen Wilber ruined ex-New York Yankee charm Friday for Roy Tyner,
Bobby Johns of Miami; Buddy of Jefferson, Iowa, captured Jim Bouton's first National who managed to qualify the only
Young of Fairfax, Va.; Hoss El- individual titles in the 90th League start, while raising Pontiac Gran Prix running in
lington of Wilmington, N.C., and annual U.S. Archery champion- reliever Bob Moose's record to stock car competition for Monday's Southern 500 race.
9-2.
Elmo Langley of Charlotte.
ships.
Tyner had failed to qualiThe red-hot Giants registered
fy the car both on Wednesday
and Thursday. The engine was
torn down and gone over Thursday night, and he made the
lineup on Friday.
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"1 Dallas Wins Texas Pro Title
Over Houston for Third Time

By DAVID MO FIT
UPI Sports Writer

Sports Parade

BASEBALL
ROUNDUP

Kansas City
Defeats Cards

Darlington
Track In
Better Shape

•

TYNER QUALIFIES
GRAND PRIX AT
SOUTHERN 500

Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)

VARSITY BARBER SHOP

Will Have Three Full Time Barbers
Jerry Beane, Hubert Dunn& Bud Myers
Mr. Hubert Dunn Has Sold His Interest In The Curd
and Dunn Barber Shop and After Sept. 1st Will Be
Connected With THE VARSITY BARBER SHOP
COME BY AND SEE US
We Have The Best Shoe Shine Man In Town On The lob Daily

VARSITY BARBER SHOP
LOCATED IN THE HOTEL BLD.

WEST MAIN STREET

Tyner won 20th starting position for the car, considered
large by stock car standards,
with a run of 136.952 miles per
hour. Pole winner Cale Yarborough in a Mercury averaged
better than 151 m.p.h.
Dave Marcis of West Salem,
Wis., was fasteSt qualifier Friday as starting spots 17 through
were filled. Marcis grabbed
24
1
117th position in a Dodge at 144.369 m.p.h.

With Additional $25 Deposits

Winning the next positions
wee G. C. Spencer of Jonesboro, Tenn.; Bill Seifert of Skyland, N. C.: Ben Arnold of Fairfield, Ala.; Frank Warren of
Augusta, Ga., and Cecil Gordon
of Horseshoe, N. C.

Buy Above Set for Only '2.25
ERTIF TATES

REGULAR
;AVINGk

51% 5% 41%
„1,000
Minimum

SIGNS CONTRACT
CINCINNATI (UPI)- Adrian
"Odle" Smith, an eight year
veteran of the National Basketball Association, has signed his
1969-70
contract
with
the
Cincinnati Royals.

"Extra Earning"
PASSBOOKS

BICYCLE BUILT FOR FOUR, with seathelta, yet. John Throckmorton, with Wife Myrtle, daughter Vickie, 3. and son
Duane. 6, demonstrates it for Ohio Highway Safety Director Warren C. Nelson in Columbus. Throckmorton, of Reynoldsburg. Oki°, believes his creation is only one of its kind.

Withdrawable
December 31

MURRAY BRANCH

Withdrawable
Anytime

of
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSN.
304 E Main
. Phone 753-7921
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[Mrs.J. B. Burkeen

Lee Home Is Scene
Of Bridal Tea Held
For Linda Harris

mut-1464,

—

SATURDAY

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Last winter I had some extensive surgery
and can have no more children. Fortunately I have a little
six-year-old son. I didn't tell my parents about my operation
at the time because they live far away, couldn't have come
anyway, and besides my mother has a heart condition and I
didn't want to upset her.
Now my parents are coming to visit me, and I plan to
my operation. I've told all my friends and
11•106011 who know [and that includes about half the
town]
mention it to my folks. Knowing my mother,
lite is sure to ask, "When are you going to get busy and have
or brother for Junior?" I don't want to worry
her about my condition, but what can I say that will be
aelteptable?
DEPENDING ON YOU

boo goat about
to pious not
a litetataber

DEAR DEPENDING: Tell your mother the truth. If it's
her heart you're concerned about, she'd be better off heating
the news from you at a time of your own choosing than from
an absent-minded friend whose mouth works faster than her
brain. And if you don't have at least one, you're the lucky
exception.

4.;

DEAR ABBY: I am heartsick. My 14-year-old daughter
has been picked up for shoplifting! She is a good girl and has
never been in any trouble before. I can't understand what got
into her. She gets a generous allowance, has never been
denied anything she wanted or noeded. She was with two
other girls, and all three were caugAt red-handed. The other
girls were even better off financially than my daughter. I
have tried to raise this child right. Where have I failed?
SHOPLIFTER'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Don't be so quick to accept the blame.
YOU haven't failed. Your daughter has. She has failed to
realise that shoplifting is• crime. She thinks it's a "game"
. . . or a challenge. Or a new "sport." It's a strange new
epidemic. I can offer seven rues for parents as a .
preventative to curb this new game:
1. Explain to your youngsters that shoplifting is a
CRIME, which leaves a criminal record. And a criminal
record is a lifetime shadow.
2. Emphasize that "Going along with the crowd" for fear
of being "chicken" is the coward's way out.
3. When youngsters go on a shopping expedition, know
where year child is going, bow much money he has and what
he expects te buy.
5. II your ebtld comes home with more merchandise than
be or .he had money to bay, ask about it. And don't take any
easy simmers about where it came from.
S. If your daughter goes shopping with an oversized
parse, be wary.
S. Outlaw all clothes swapping unless the parents on both
sides know exactly what is being exclialteed.
7. Practice (stet you preach.
DEAR ABBY: Why is it considered "improper" for a
young man and his steady girl jointly to give gifts to either of
their relatives or to mutual friends?
Johnny and late both 18 and we don't have a lot of
money, and we can get nicer things if we share the cost.
We have been told that this is "improper" until we are
married—or at least officially engaged.
is your
opinion?
.-UZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: When a gift is sent from a couple, it
Li naturally assumed that the couple is in fact a "couple"
legitimately. Joint gifts from officially engaged couples, yes.
From "Jelin and Mary," who happen to be going together,
no,
DEAR ABBY: This is how my husband put an aggressive
young secretary in her place. She asked him if they could
have lunch together sometime. He said, "Certainly," so the
next day be handed her half of a peanut butter sandwich.
STILL LAUGHING
Everybody has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 11,7011, Los Angeles, Cal. 90060, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Stud Ol to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. NM, kw Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write Letters
for AU Occasions."

PERSONALS

er at 12 noon A potluck luncheon will be served. Hostesses
Friday, September S
are Mrs. Olive Hagan, Mrs. CarThe Senior Citizens Club will
meet at the Community Cent- rie Cole, and Mrs Goldia Curd.

753-1917 or 753-4947

Sunday, August 31
The home of Mrs. Art Lee
The old Ca/loway County
on West Main Street was the Court Route will be opec from
scene of a lovely bridal tea held two to five p. in.
By United Press International
• ••
on Saturday, August 23, in honor
of Miss Linda Kay Harris, brideMonday, September I
elect of Rev. Larry Lee GilFamily Day will be held at
The shirt charisma is
more of Paducah.
the Calloway County Ciguiry
expressed many ways in the new
Miss Harris looked lovely in Club with a two ball foursome
knit collection designed by
a pink crepe sleeveless A-line in the morning, open play and
Keith Adams. One sample: a
dress with pink shoes. Her moth- swimming in the afternoon, and
placketed shirt top on a softly
er, Mrs. Marvin Harris, worean a potluck supper at seven p.
The wedding of Miss Virginia
body and low hip pleats
shaped
aqua sleeveless linen blend dre- Call 753-4780, 753-2870, or 753Price,
Evelyn
dauSally
Miss
gracefully.
Carole
Jones
to
William
Edward
ss, Each of them had pinned to 9158 by Friday night to play
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Orman that move and swing
Runyan was solemnized in a
their shoulder, white carnation in the foursome.
Price of Murray, has completed For the woman who wants to b..
• ••
candlelight sanctuary of Ogden
corsages which were gifts of the
plans for her marriage to Rich- fashionable and comfortabl
The Coldwater United Me- Memorial United Methodist
hostesses. Also attending was
ard E. Smothermon, son of Mr. while she travels, Adams offers a
the bride-to-be's grandmother, thodist Chi/m.1 WSCS is sche- Church, Princeton, Tuesday,
and Mrs. Eugene Smothermon of capsule wardrobe of four pieces.
duled to meet at the church at August 19, at 7:00 p.m. with
Mrs. B. K. Trevathan.
Frankfort.
Newly straight pants and a long
.Mrs. Art Lee and Mrs. Ben 7:30 p. in.
Dr. W. Leroy Baker performing
Dr. Samuel E. Dodson, Jr. will
•••
shirt take a sleeveless
sleeved
Trevathan alternated greeting
at four o'clock in the afternoon
the double ring ceremony.
cardigan. A skirt
length
tunic
Kathleen
The
Jones
of
Circle
the guests and inviting them to
on Saturday, September 6, at the
The bride is the daughter
packable "go
sign the bride's book in the foyer the First Baptist Church VMS of Mrs. Maytie Catlett Jones,
First United Methodist Church in completes this
will meet at the home of Mrs.
ensemble.
anywhere"
walnut
which was placed on a
Murray,
of Princeton, and the brideMyrtle J. Wall at 7:13 p. in
antique washstand. The washstaThe bride-elect will be given
•••
groom is the elder son of Mr.
nd held a long stem rose in a
In marriage by her father. She
***
and Mrs. Edward Runyan, of
Tuesday, September 2
silver footed bud vase. The gueshas chosen her cousin, Miss
The Kappa Department of the Marion.
who once was
Rogers,
Jackie
ts were then presented to the
Ginny Ashmore of Madisonville,
Murray Woman's Club will have
A program of nuptial music
model,
now is
Chanel
Coco
a
receiving line.
to be her maid of honor.
a patio potluck supper at 6:30 was presented by Mrs. George
Miss Rita Hurd and Miss Rita p. in. at the club house. Mrs.
Bridesmaids will be Misses designing suits for men. Chanel
W. Pettit, organist. Selections
Ryan served at the tea table Harlan Hodges will give
Deb Mathis of BardweLl and Sally marks include the raised armhole
a book were "Meditation" by Massehemstitchoverlaid with a linen
Holt of Arlington, both sorority and narrow sleeve. She's also
M. W. E. RUNYAN
review. Hostesses are Meadames
ed white tablecloth centered with Bob Billington, Joseph L Rose, net, "Arioso" by Handel,Schusisters, Flower girl will be the done away with vents in jackets.
an arrangement of various shad- Howard Brandon, Tommy Chr- bert's "Serenade", "Ave Mabride's neice, Penny Price, dau- A town suit from her premiere
es of roses in a silver Revere isp, Htgh T. Rushing, Jackie ria" and "Jesu, Joy of Man's Joshua R. Catlett, was held in ghter of Mr. and Mrs. William collection for Joseph H. Cohen
bowl. This was flanked on either Winchester, Bill Wyatt, and Desiring" by J. S. Bach. The the parlor of the church.
0, Price of Murray.
and Sons: a six button
traditional wedding marches
side by silver candleholders with Charles Thomas.
Miss Martha Ann Cash regThe groom elect has chosen double-breasted model in stripes
Se.
long white burning tapers.
were used.
a fraternity brother, Mark Holt
istered the guests.
with peaked lapels and wide flap
Dainty party sandwiches and
The Lottle Moon Circle of
The wedding party assembled
The reception table, covered of Frankfort, to be his best man.
pockets.
cakes in yellow and green were the First Baptist Church WMS at the altar, which had as its with an antique lace cloth over
Fraternity brothers serving as
served along with nuts and mints will meet at the home of Mrs. focal point a central arrange- white satin, was centered with groomsmen and ushers will be
*5*
A. W. Russell at 7:30 p. in. Note ment of pink gladioli and
and lime punch.
white
a branched silver candelabra Dean Gauch of West Manchester,
Crystal and silver appointmen- change in date.
Murray,
of
Ohio,
Etherton
Steve
mums.
which held an arrangement of
• ••
ts were used in serving.
Given in marriage by her
pink rosebuds and lighted can- and Randall Roper of Fulton.
The David Crystal fall
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrMrs. Kenneth Adams, Mrs.
Also serving in this capacity
uncle,
James
W.
Catlett, the dles.
includes a Dacron knit
collection
der
of
the
Rainbow
for
Girls
Howard Brandon, and Mrs. Jamwill be Ricky Ragan of Frankbride wore a street-length wedMrs. Jerry Yates served the
gold and navy
tomato,
a
with
es Washer kept the party table will meet at the Masonic Hall
fort.
three-tiered wedding cake, decfor front
vertically
used
stripe
filled. Mrs. James E. Hamilton at seven p. in. An initiation ding gown of white Duchess satin
Robert E. Kersey of Paducah,
and Chantilly lace. Her short
orated with pink roses, white
had grown and arranged the cen- will be -held.
horizontally
panels
and
side
and
as
uncle
bride-elect
vocaof
the
•••
vell of illusion fell from a
wedding bells and crystal love list, and Mrs. Michael O'Neal for the rest. This is a slitinnisii
terpiece along with other summThe Elm Grove Baptist aim.- cluster of pearls. Her bouquet
birds. Miss Lynn Benda, of of Murray, organist will present
er flowers from her garden plactrick the firm says neyerldils.
ch WMS will have a council was of tiny white
rosebuds
ed at vantage points throughout
Louisville, presided at the sil- a program of nuptial music.
***
meeting at the home of Mrs. centered with
a white orchid.
the Lee home.
ver punch bowl.
All friends and relatives are
George Cossey at 7:30 p. in.
Miss Cheryl Benda, of LouisAll of the ladies mentioned
•• •
Mrs. Runyan, a senior at invited to attend the wedding
Young, swingy feelings
above were hostesses for the
ville,
and Miss Sara Strode,
The New Concord Parent and
Murray State University, was and reception, which will follow abound in the fall and winter
tea at which forty guests called Teacher Club
of
Owensboro,
were the brideswill meet at New
active in Iota Beta Chapter at the church social hall.
during the afterneed. Others °sword School
Davidow collection.- Consider .
at 7:30 p. m. maids. They wore pink streetMusic Fraternity as chapter
assisting in the hospitalities
•• •crifri;tia
gray, white, black, cocoa
length dresses and their flowers
chaplain. She has been a memwere Miss Debbie Nance Lee,
Grodp II of the
double-buttoned jacket
n Wo- were pink rosebuds.
ber of the a cappella choir
and Mrs. C. W. Castle of Paris, men's Fellowship of the First
combined with a hip-stitched,
C. Stanley Runyan, of Marion,
Tennessee,
Christian Church will meet at was his brother's best man. and the Murray State opera
pleated black skirt. Or Scottish
workshop.
the church library at two p.
James L. Rhem, of Madison,
plaid in blue, mauve, moss, the
Mr. Runyan is a 1968 gradwith Mrs. Mary Bordeaux as
Wisconsin, was groomsman.
jacket back-belted and the skirt
the speaker. Mrs. P. A, Hart is
uate of Murray State University
Mrs. Jones, mother of the
with soft roll pleats.
hostess and Mrs. Gregg Miller
where he received a Bachelor
***
The bridesmaids luncheon for
bride, chose a two-piece knitted
McNEELY FAMILIES
is cohostess.
of Music Education degree. He the attendants of the wedding
of
suit of mint green and a corsage
•••
ENJOY REUNION
was a member of Gamma Delta Miss Mary Jo Oakley and Keith
•
of yellow rosebuds.
Wednesday, September 3
Opulent fabrics for evening
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sin- M. Hinton was held on Saturday,
Mrs. Runyan, mother of the
A reunion was held Sunday,
The ladies day luncheon will
shoes
and high boots to be wor
Fraternity
served
foaia
as
and
7.3,
the
at
August
noon at
home
August 17, in the Farmington be served at 12:15 p. m. at the bridegroom, wore a pink linen
chapter president his saw` of Mrs.
L. Oakley on the with the long Napoleonieatrif
Community building for the Oaks Country Club. Call Freda sheath dress, accented with
Russian inspired floor length
year.
McNeely families, and their Butterworth
Olive Boulevard.
at 753-1293 or Ef- white embroidery. Her corsage
friends. Guests from eight states
Miss Oakley whose marriage coats include brocades, velvets.
The couple will be at home
fie
Vaughn
753-3158
for
reserwas of white rosebuds.
were present.
in San Francisco, California, was an event of August 24 chose paisleys silk prints and
Following the ceremony, a
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. vations. Other hostesses are
where Mr. Runyan is serving to wear for the occasion a beige tapestlIes.
Crawford McNeely, MI. and Mrs. June Crider, Josephine Mc- reception given by the bride's
and black sleeveless dress. She
in the U.S. Army.
Chester Cathy, Mrs. 'Freya Boaz, Lemore, June Wilson, Kathryn maternal grandmother, Mrs.
presented each of her attendants
Mrs. Janice Boaz Hasty, Debbie Cain, Jane Boyd, Shirley DarBoaz, Mr. and Mrs. Porter nall, Dorthea Fike, Lenore Liwith an engraved gift.
McNeety, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie gon, Cathryn Garrott, Gaynelle
The color scheme of yellow
Smotherrnan, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Williams, and Margaret
and white was used. The dining
GreenJohnson, Jr., Steve and Tim
room table was overlaid with a
field.
Johnson.
•••
white linen cloth and centered
Mrs. Mag McNeely, Mrs. Eva
with an arrangement of yellow
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Fuqua, Mr. and Mrs. D. P.
'McNeely, Mrs. Ida Ruth Boyd, Church WMS will meet at the
and white mums.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. McNeely, church at 7:30 p. M.
Place cards in the same color
day,
August
27,
at
11:20
p.m.
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jeffrey
Parker,
• ••
Mrs, Evalina Alderd ice, Mr. and
scheme were used. A delicious
the
Calloway
Murray
County
Mrs. Perkins McNeely, Mr. and
The Faxon Mothers Club is 1113 College Court, Murray, are
two course luncheon was preparHospital.
Mrs. Wayne Boyd, Wayne Boyd, scheduled to meet at the
Faxon the parents of a girl born on
ed by Mrs . John Quertermous
Jr.
The
baby
girl
has
been
named
Tuesday,
August
26,
at 7:10 a.m,
p.
and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley.
Mrs. Jamie Mullins, Mr. and School at 1:30
• ••
at the Murray-Calloway County Christine Jean and weighed five
Mrs. Bobby Wilferd, Sabrina and
Covers were laid for Mrs.
pounds
ounces.
143/i
Mr.
Dick
is
Hospital.
The Flint
Baptist Church
Scott Wilferd, Mrs. Lilliam
George Oakley, sister-in-law of
8,1
with
P
employed
A
Store,
The
baby girl has been named
Thomasson, Mr. and Mrs. Fred WMS is scheduled to meet at
Their other children are Pam, the honoree, matron of honor,
Yamira Asenath and weighing
Wilferd, Mrs. Nancy Britt, the church at seven p.
Miss Patricia Doran of Murray,
•••
Donna and Gayle Britt, E. B.
seven pounds at birth. The new age ten, Stanley Wayne, age nine,
The warm greeting of
Miss Judy Davidson of Clinton,
and
Lisa,
ag
McNeety, Mr. and Mrs. Jones
Cheryl,
six,
age
father is a student at Murray
Thursday, September 4
Mrs.
John
Bennett
your Welcome Wagon
of
Lexington,
Jenkins.
five.
The Town and Country Home- State University.
Mrs Frances Jones. Gergory
and Mrs. Ryan Robertson of Owehostess
with "The Most
Grandparents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
makers
Club
Grandparents
will
meet
are
at
Mr.
and Mrs.
the
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Page, all
Famous Basket in the
home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt, Roy G. Parker of Ogden, Utah, Dallas Dick of Hazel and Mr.an nsboro, bridesmaids, the honorof Kentucky.
ee, and Mrs. Oakley.
1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p.
World" will introduce
and Mr. and Mrs. Raul Perez Mrs. Wilfred Glaser of Detroit
Mr and Mrs. Sterling
•••
Mich,
Aguascalientes,
Mexico, Mrs.
of
you to our community
McNeely, Walter Van Zandt,
The Garden Department of Miria Zamarrita who also retonne Film
Zack Van Zandt of Texas: Mrs.
and start you on the
Addie Jones, Don Jones; Mrs. the Murray Woman's Club will sides in Aguascalientes, Mexico,
OAK RIDGE. Tenn. UPI_
way toward new and
Reba Morris, of Michigan; Mr. meet at the club house at 1:30 Is a maternal great grandmoth- Technical Man
The Atomic Commission here
lasting
friendships.
and Mrs. George Slate, D. I. p. m. with the program, "Gar- er.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - John has developed a new color film
Korkland, Mrs. Rebecca dens of Greece" by Mrs.
which
gives
If
a
you
are
new in town,
detailed
study
SamWaller, one of the world's top of the heart
Gourley, Paul Gourley of uel R.
of an atomic powDodson,
Charles
call
Jr.
Wayne
is
the
Hostesses
name
Tennessee.
archers, will be technical con- er plant. The film,
"Inside the
Rebecca Joy Boaz, Arkansas; will be Mesdames Gene Bran- chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas sultant on Richard Burton's new Yankee
Core." is available on
don,
Morrison
of
Galloway,
Hazel
Jones
Route Two for movie, "Anne of the Thousand
C.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris McNeely,
loan and describes in detail
Kevin Gray McNeely, Kathy Sue Wesley Waldrop. V. E. Wind- their baby boy, weighing six pounthe most extensive post-irraI lays.McNeely, Mr. and Mrs. Wren sor, and Guy Billington.
ds four and one-half ounces, born
diation program ever perform• ••
Boyd, and Miss Sammie Jenkins
on Wednesday, August 27, at 6:30
ed on a spent commercial power
of Florida; Mr. and Mrs. Bob
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Co-reactor core.
Carter of Mississippi, Mrs. Mary
Phone.
unty Hospital.
Clare Jewell, Illinois.
They have two other boys,JohPhone 753-2378
Census figures show one
nny Kelly, age four, and Larry
horse for every three persons
in Paraguay.
Edward, age sixteen months. Mr.
Jones is employed at Johnson's
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham
Sinclair Station, Five Points,
were the guests last weekend of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jones
their son and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Zane Cunningham, and son,
of Pineville and Mrs. Mable FuqPhillip, of Bowling Green,
ua of Hazel Route Two are the
Marvin Holland, Rt.4,Benton, grandparents.
was honored Sunday, August 17,
Otho White of Hazel has been
with a birthday dinner in the
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Carroll
dismissed from the Western Bap- private dining room of the Gatetist Hospital, Paducah.
way Restaurant. mr. Holland of Murray Route Five announce
was 91 years old August 18. the birth of a baby girl born on
Wednesday, August 27, at 1:33
Mrs. Christine Rhodes and
There were thirty people a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Co-Miss Mayme Whitnell returned
home Wednesday after a visit present for the celebration. linty Hospital.
The baby weighing six pounds
with Mrs. Rhodes' two daughters These included children,grandchildren and great-grandchild- 93/4
ounces and has been named
and families. They first visited ren
of Mr. Holland.
Mrs. Sarah Hinman and boys,
Frankie deanne. The new father
Following the dinner the group
Andy, . Charles, and Kelly, of went to
Mr. Holland's home is parts manager at Carroll Vol.
Columbuig Miss., and then visi- where he opened his gifts and ksvragen.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
ted Mr:and Mrs. Charles H. everyone visited and remiHamilton and children, Christy nisced.
Fred Carroll of Murray Route
Mr. Holland is the father of Five and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norand Charles Andrew, of Winter
Woodrow Holland, Kenton Hol- sworthy, Hickory Drive, Murray.
Park, Fla.
land and Mrs. Malcolm fieath,
Great grandparents are Mrs. A NEW YOUNG-STER - At4n9If.—
all of Benton, Mrs. Robert Minnie Carroll, Story
Avenue, ed by the oldest member of
Smith, Murray, and sirs. Lu- Murray, Mrs. Ed
the U.S. Senate
Stephen
Norsworthy
cian Straw, Ottawa,
All of of Murray Route Six, and
M. Young, D-Ohio, 80 Sooni,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rowland the
Mr.
children were' present for
a 12-year-old Korean girl,
of the Midway Trailer Court the celebration
and Mrs. Ed Richman, SoutII
except Mrs.
walks happily with her new
are spending the Labor Day week- grow,
15th Street, Murray.
mother, Mrs. Rachel Young,
end with relatives in McLtans
Private Dining Room (call for reseevations)
A baby girl was born to Mr. in Cleveland. Sooni has
boro, Ill.
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
been living with the Youngs
is visiting relatives Ina friends and Mrs. Stanley Dick of 1508
—
J. C. Gallimare
—
for
more
than
two
Valentine,
years
Murray,
on
in
Murray and Calloway County;
Millard Erwin of Louisville
Wednes-
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PERSONALS

Mr. Holland
Honored With
Celebration

Linda Adams

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Clestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

HAZEL CAFE

ni.

SON VISITS ACTItESS—Arriving from Los Angeles for a visit,
Michael Wilding. 16. walks with his mother. actress Elizabeth Taylor. at London Airport. While she was waiting for .
her son, her chauffeur received a parking ticket in her
Rolls Royce.
Cublcpholo
.

PAO

11
11 FASHIONETTES
Ode 1
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- Tell news to
mom yourself

- AUGUST 30. 1989
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NOW SERVING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

VI

AUGUST 30. 1969

PAM FIVE
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The rod and reel fisherman often devotes his time-W catching
catfish and encounters some excellent fights in landing the larger
ones. Often a pole is snapped off when a big one is hooked and
notalab
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fish for hthise ca
cattfis
cl.h. Hooks are attached
to lines which are tied to sealed jugs or cans. The hooks are baited
with favorite catfish foods and the jugs are freed in the running
water and allowed to float downstream. The fisherman
abreast of his flotilla of jugs and as a can or jug begins to bobble,
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Out of Gas is Most Common
Cause of Boat 'Motor Failure
Year in and year out, the men
who patrol our waterways in the
Interests of boating safety report
that the most common cause of
"motor failure" is — running out
of gas!

holes adjacent to concealed fuel
tank quantity gauges. Often this
expedient proves fruitless because the glare of outside sunlight
prevents seeing clearly through
the window to the dim interior
of the Nei tank compartment.

To a certain extent this is because not all pleasure craft have
fuel quantity gauges inplain sight
on their instrument panels.
Here then are some suggestions from the boating authorities
at Mercury outboards on checking your fuel supply.

Electric, remote-reading fuel
quantity gauges are available at
reasonable price and do away
entirely with all such problems.
They are especially valuable on
larger outboard and stern-drive
craft having fuel tanks below
decks.

If you decide to install largecapacity, permanent fuel tanks,
it pays to study tank catalogs
carefully. Note the locations of
fuel level indicators on the many
styles of tanks now available; you
may discover that out of several
tank styles which would fit your
boat, one will have its fuel quantity indicator located more advantageously fbr your particular
layout.

You can also use the "hour
glass" method Carry two sixgallon tanks. When one runs dry,
you know that exactly half of your
fuel has been used up,and you can
judge your fuel situation exactly.
That's when it pays to have good
navigation charts aboard.

The problem of reading indicators on the tops of tanks tucked
away under motor wells or in stern lockers cante solved with a
small mirror. Available from the
tank manufachuer it clips onto
the rim of the indicator &a that
reading from outside the stern
compartment is much easier.
Even on opal boats, such a mirror is handy: rquick backwar
glance from the driver's seat
will tell how the fuel is holding
out.
Sometimes boat owners try
fitting small windows or port-

his boat and takes them back to the starting
point and sets them
in motion again. This is an excellentpastim
e for a person who likes
lie has caught the catfish and has been very happy with his catch. to be on the river and often it produces
good catches.
But as the fishermen grew up, they looked on the catfish as a
common fish, one to be taken, reluctantly, only when other fish
There's a ready market for catfish, anda good part of a commerweren't biting. This was true until a few years ago when it became
cial fisherman's pay comes from the saleof this species. In addition
apparent that the catfish was here to stay and that they did offer
to trotlines, nets are utilized for the harvest of this fine fish and
good sport and that the meat was most desired by more people
..e; •
with a "rise in the river" you can look out for some fine catches.
than any other species.
et "IN
- Fishermen need not have special gear to catch the catfish,
The channel catfish is most desired for food. They may be taken
although it helps. The cats may be taken on live bait such as
BY
in
great numbers in a weight range from two to five pounds. Of
worms,
crawfish,
shad, minnows as well as on cutbait consisting
HARRY
of liver, melt or other chunks of fresh meat. These may be fished course, there often are larger ones taken, and this is a bonus
ToW L ER '•11-2--0"r"*"
any type pole, although the big fellows often will play havoc to the commercial fishermen. From the larger cats steak may
'rime was when the fisherman looked on the catfish,any species,
be cut and they offer a most delicious repast. Smaller ones are
light gear.
as a fish to be ignored, even when it was inadvertently caught.
Not. The catfish, perhaps, is more
susceptible to the trotline than to fried whole and offered sizzling hot as catfish dinners. This is a
so anymore. Today there are catfish fishermen, both sport and
choice dish, especially in western Kentucky, and for that matter,
commercial, who are as avid in their pursuits as are the black in!, other fishing device. By using the above named baits on a line
eat is stretched slightly across a stream and to which has been in the whole of the United States. But catfish dinners boomed in
bass or rainbow trout devotees.
western Kentucky right after the impoundment of Kentucky Lake
And the catfish has definitely taken its place in the gourmett3 attached drop fines with large hooks tied on securely, many pounds
restaurants in that area feature this dish now and are famous
ando
Fr
catfish
may
be
taken
in
a given night.
repertoire of fine foods. Catfish dinners are a thing to be yearned
Commercial fishermen use this gear and to a lesser degree for its serving.
for, not only in Kentucky but throughout the nation.
Few are the boys who have not caught a mud cat from a pond - ports fishermen utiliz,e this device. All types of cats may be
Regardless of how caught, the catfish offers one of the tastiest
or stream in Kentucky. If the youngster has fishe,a, undoubtedly ken in this manner—the flat head, the mud cat, the channel
atfish which is the most desired of all or an other
cies. dinners that a man can enjoy.
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KY. HUNTING DATES 1969
DEPT. FISH & WILDLIFE RESOURCES

SPECIES

OPENS

CLOSES

SQUIRREL

AUG. 16
NOV. 20
NOV. 20
NOV.-20
NOV. 20

OCT.
DEC.
JAN.
JAR
FEB.

RABBIT
QUAIL
GROUSE

BE sure to

arFOlt

la Adams

POSS.

6
6
6
10
4

12
12
12
20
8

31
31
31
31
28

drown all fires.

•Nr

DEER
DEER
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boots to be wort*
Napoleonie, ar
:red floor length
brocades, velvets,
lk prints and

greeting of
ome Wagon
h "The Most
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you on the
rd new and
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DAILY

- GUN - BOW -

FURBEARERS
DUCKS
GEESE*
DOVE*

NOV. 12
OCT. 1
DEC. 1
NOV. 20

NOV. 16
OCT. 31 1 PER-YEAR
DEC. 31
JAN. 31

VIJl. •••
*1111 linty*

MIN =1 MN

.r

MO NMI MI

TO BE ANNOUNCED

*Check Federal regulations
Not valid after Feb. 28, 1970

ASK FARMER FOR PERMISSION BEFORE HUNTING OR FISHING

"Nice Catch Boys!"

FINS 'N FEATHERS
FRIENDS

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
'FISHERMAN'S HFADQU A RTERP,
"
boo Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

vir Sporting 6roods
Murray, KY.

Phone 753-2671

SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
Highway 68

Aurora, Ky.

ne 753-2378

'FISH *
EAKS

:
e atiitons

Harmon VVhitnell
STANDARD
OIL
Bulk Distributor
ENO Awn Ammo

risme 7I1-

i1111:1111:1

WARD - ELKINS

STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

_,.

-/

1

TAYLOR
MOTORS

MARTIN

alls•POPLAR
"WEST KENTUCKY'S

OIL PRODUCTS

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PHONE 753-1371

--IMMUNE-9B

LIBERTY
Super Market
Marray's Urged and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasuve Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, KentucKY

o' USED CARS
MINOR REPAIRS

(4•1764

* Phone 753-5862 *

Murray Sport and Marine

GULF SERVICE

N. 4th STREET MURRAY
.11/A61101./A7IF

VERRLE TAYLOR

•

O. R. GUN. JR.

„
Uvri4e44 Sia.4.4,4f.94 Redoid
Re-itatotani

AIN & TAYLO
5th aod Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky

aft*:
catfith -

G

a Boat .95ac4

AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW & USED

Broasted Chicken and Sea Foods
SALES, SEF/ViCE ANO P.R.< AAAAA
L
HWY 94. ONE MILE r•ST Or MUMMA,

Dinners - Short Orders

Orrica PH 753 6685

LOUIE WILLIAMS
-11tr
-014

Neve

CONc0140, KENTUCKY

PHONE

438,5408

)or.N 0
ie.
.6
w3.2985
-76

t

GIL

G

H•:..,
.4E PH

HOPSON

436•189
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NOT EVERYONE'S OFF ON LABOR DAY DOWN CONCORD
WAY
By Estelle Spiceland
August 22, 1969
We are sorry that our On in the
eood rains may have been theresults of the terrible hurricane
whish was so destructive to otherS.
Sometimes it's so hard to understand the verse in Romans 8:28
which says "And we know that
all things work together for good
to them that love God."
But we may have a chance to
work some good since the atheist
who led the Supreme Court to
decide against Bible reading in
school has now obtained 27,000
letters protesting Bible reading
from space.
A Family Radio Broadcast is
asking for 100,000 to write to

NASA officials, care of Family
Radio, San Francisco, California 91434 commending the astronauts. So get your letters in the
mall. Mine is on the way.
Another local boy besides Gene
Lovins of Durham, N. C., is returning to teach in Murray University. Gene Bailey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Loman Bailey of New
Concord, is returning from Indiana to teach in the Manual
Arts Department.
We are glad to hear that a
Concord boy who in school was
nick named "Preacher" is now in
reality Preacher Max Allbritten
in Michigan and using his influence for good.
As I have said before, Concord,
though little, has produced some
useful citizens.
Linus Spiceland ehjoyed a reunion last Thursday evening in
his sister's home in Trigg County with those remaining of his
once large family of twelve. Now
there is only five.
Mrs. Christine Spiceland Daw-

Homemade Sub
Used to Hunt
Lake Monster
Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
I recently read a speech made
by our National Woman's Christian Temperance Union President entitled "It's About Time".
I'd like to have -us think about
this thought together. How about
ional Highway Safety Bureau said
figures on traffic accidents wkre
55,500 in 1968 - more than 1,000
deaths each month,and more than
half of these due to the drinking
of alcoholic drinks. What can be
done about this? Every parent
will you think what you can do
by precept and example in your
homes. Schools, let us teach the
facts about alcohol, drugs etc. so
that our children and youth are
informed.
-Crime is at an all time high
and growing daily. It has been
demonstrated in our U. S. that
crime and violence are frequently associated with liquor and
drugs. Delinquencies know no
boundaries-from high places and
low comes the theme of the day,
"Take all you can get, regardless of how you get it." No doubt
that our country has many adult
delinquents. Maybe people aren't
making their children behave as
they used to do. Many children
don't have to work; there is noting to do when they come home
from school but to roam the streets. Does this not account for
some of trying out drugs, robbery and a number of things?
Don't you think it is About Time
to work and pray for help for our
children and youth?
The 500 million dollar business of pornographic reading materials reaches our youth. Let
us check our reading material
that none enters our homes.Parents and school authorities, let
us think and work to protect our
ildren and youth against pub1 school education without moral guide lines. Please refer to
Congressional Record, E 965 of
Feb. 7, 1969 for a factual report
of SIECUS, and be careful how we
continue to let sex education
come in to grade school. Morality is still something we must
value. We must do all we can to
nft our morals and be in the fight
to help our youth even though we
don't have any children of our
own. I fight for right just as a
teacher and one interested in all
children and youth. We need spiritual security, a sense of responsibility for others. I believe that
our world situation is convincing
people that this spiritual security
is our greatest need today; yet
millions of our population have
no church affiliation, and many
youth no Christian training. Oh
that our homes today were protected by daily Bible reading,
and daily prayer. There is a
move in Congress to get reading of the Bible and prayer tack
In our schools.
President Wilson said, "Our
civilization cannot survive materially unless it be redeemed
spiritually. It can be saved only
by becoming permeated with the
Spirit of Christ and being made
free and happy by practices which
spring out of the Spirit. Only thus
can discontent be driven out and
all the shadows lifted from the
road ahead."
Gibbon's book about NOtiy the
Roman Empire fell states that
It was because:
1. The rapid increase of divorce; the, undermiaing of the
dignity and sanctity of the home

Nt

which is the basis of human soc- fading into form, losing touch
with life and becoming impotent
iety.
to warn and guide the people.
2.-- Higher and higher taxes
As we read this we might think
and the spending of public monies it had been written in our day infor free bread and circuses for stead of 1787, wouldn't we? It is
the populace.
time for us to awake and not
3. The mad craze for pleasure; look back to past victories; but
sports becoming every year mo- press ever forward to new horire exciting and more brutal. zons, new challenges , new ways
4. The building of gigantic ar- for reaching our generation.
maments,4and the decadence of
the people.
Sincerely,
5. The decay of religion-faith
Lorene Clayton

Hope Signs Girls
For Tour
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Bob
Hope has signed up television's
12-girl troupe of "Golddiggersto head for Vietnam with bins
next Christmas for his _annual
holiday tour. * * *
Coach Albertson
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Jatk
Albertson, this year's best sit,pporting 'player Oscar-winner.
plays a basketball coach in,„
Rabbit, Run."

DRUNMANDROCHIT. SCOTLAND (UPI): American
Dan Scott Taylor Jr. has found encouraging evidence of
the Loch Ness monster while sailing his yellow submarine, a spokesman for the Loch Ness Phenomenon Investigation Bureau said Wednesday.
Taylor is a 22-year-old Atlanta resident who built his
yellow "Viper Fish" in a garage to hunt "Nessie," as Scots
call their monster.
He arrived with his craft in June but did not begin
diving until July. After a rocky beginning he has averaged two dives a week for the last month, the bureau
spokesman said.
"We've come across some interesting things," the
spokesman said without saying what Taylor sighted.
"Sonar arrives at the end of this week and after it is
installed we expect Dan to make daily dives," the spokesman said.
Taylor wants to pluck a cigarette-sized plug of tissue
from Nessie, if he ever finds her, for examination by
Royal Mackal, a biochemist from Chicago.

son of near Cadiz prepared dinner for her three brothers. Linus and Clyde of Calloway, Lloyd
of Dearborn, Mich., and her sister, Mrs. Cornelia Kirks of Fort
Worth, and also a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Fonnie Spiceland. Another
sister-in-law, Mrs. Mabel Spiceland, is ill in Dover,
*

PEANUTS

*

Jeff Bridges
In 'The FBI'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Jeff
Bridges, 19-year-old son of
Lloyd Bridges, will make a guest
star appearance in an episode of
"The Ill."

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Political parties and support groups
spent 70 per cent more for
broadcast advertising in the
1968 campaigns than they did in
1964, according to the Federal
Commission.
Communications
The FCC said the Republican
and Democratic parties each
spent about $27.9 million for
political broadcasting in 1968
and together they accounted for
nearly 95 per cent of all
expenditures. It said an other
parties, including the American
Independent party founded by
George C. Wallace, spent $3.2
million.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 -Diplomacy
5-Slave
9 'fit lightly
12-Appellation
of Athena
13 The sweetsop
14-Collection
of facts
15-Females
17-Outcomes
19 Sounded a horn
21-Chair

22-Plot

WILLARD VAN DYKE. the museum's
film director, said the new-found print
carries Czech subtitles. He said an effort
is being made ta locate the original English subtitles, which were written in an
approximation of the Elizabethan dialect
spoken by Kentucky hilllolk in the 1920s.
The picture was made by Karl Brown
in the documentary style popularized in
the mid-20s by Robert Flaherty films like
"Nanook of the North- and "Moana."
The movie was shot on location and
with one exception the actors were actual
mountaineers.
THE ONE "OUTSIDER" was the female
lead, Helen Mundy, a high school girl recruited in Knoxville, Tenn., because no
hill family would let its daughter play
the part of a girl who is the object of
competition between a father and son.
Van Dyke said the film is of interest
because Brown made an earnest effort to
present a true picture of a way of life
that was dying out even then and has
long since vanished.
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It wcrs a
dark and
stormy night.
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by Ernie Busluniller
,

NANCY'S
ETIQUETTE
SCHOOL
104 A
LESSON
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30

Abbie 'N Slats
SOMETHING TERRIBLE
COULD HAVE HAPPENED TO
SLATS ON HIS WAY TO THE
CITY TO SEE YOU,
MR.JASPER

by R. Van Buren
THE CITY IS FULL OF CROOKS,
(TALK ABOUT CROOKS-MRS. SCRAPPLE! I PROMISE
THIS LEE JASPER BUYS
THAT ON MY RETURN 7. WILL)
CHAIRS FOR FIVE BUCKS
t
LEAVE NO STONE
AND PEDDLES THEM FOR
UNTURNED TO
A GRAND APiECE„,
FIND YOUR
AND THEN
HUSBAND,'

—WHEN I SHOW UP
AND FIND OUT, HE
RAILROADS 44E TO
JAIL ON A PHONY
COUNTERFEIT-MONEY
CHARGE:I

Lil' Abner

Al Capp
WHAT'S TH')-4AP1:7
WORD?

OVE,PLOAP/416 YOUR CAR MAKES IT HARDER
TO (sOntrifOL AND HAPOER TO STOP-.
TRAVEL A5' L/a1/7PO5S/81E —srao

ocrEm ro RE57./
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by Charles M. Schulz
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uniu am =MOM
0000
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3-Sure
4-Claw
5 Babylonian
deity
6-Thoroughfare
7 Want
8-Worm
9-Stories
10 Pilaster
11 Time gone by
16-Conjunction
18-Employs
20 Jogs
22 Malay canoe
23-Lascivious
25 Walk wearily
27 Principal

1927 Ky. Movie
,
NEW YORIOUP1): A rare print of a
documentary-style 1927 movie about life
in the Kentucky hills has turned up in
Czechoslovakia, the Museum of Modern
Art announced Tuesday.
A spokesman said the Czechoslovak
Film Institute is arranging to give the
print ot the silent movie. "Stark Love," to
the museum's film library. ,
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

37 Bartered
47 Guido's
24 Noteof scale
39 Cornered
high note
25 Footlike part
41-Go in
49 European
26-Unit of
28-Choose
Portuguese
42-Heroic event
Theater of
29 Scorch
currency
Operation (wit )
43-Alms bon
30-Heraldry
27 Roadside
50
Rodent
44-Wile of Geraint
grafted
hotels
45 Maiden loved
34 Mildl insane
53-A continent
29-Compass point 36-Final
by Zeus
fabbr )
31 -Possess
32 Near
•:,•:: 9
10 11 .
1
2 3 j4
v. 5
6
7 -111
33-Behold,
49
:.
:•:'
,
34-Marsh
.
ce,; 14
..• 13
12
1
35 Paid notice
••••
ei "
36-Entered on
18
'.I7
16
13
I
record
:9
38 Unit of
i419
21
20
Latvian
".5.
currency
39-Sunburn
- 24
22 23
....:‘
WM
40-Roman Catholic
.". '_
(abbr )
26
27
.
41-Ireland
42-Organs of
31
hearing
44-Dining
35
:•::33637
46 Sham
,
-..
48-Not this
!ev, 9
"V<41
.‘,.:•.,40
51-Frozen water
I
.,..„.
52-Falsenoods
l's'-':^,a
' -44
43
42 43
54-Girl's name
'
,
4
55 Uncouth person
..b.
56-Egyptian
,:'10 48
49 30
46
47
I
, skink
•
57 Hindu peasant
33
•
34
32
1.31
0
DOWN
%,:• 57
35
3o
0C,57
1 Label
2-Mohammedan
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Root Estate For

Sale

WANTED TO WY

CAMELOT: Lovely French Pro- A VERY beautiful
WANTED: Issues of Auguat 6,
Sbedroom, 2 brick. Unique design, formal 1969 of the Ledger & Times.
vincial
brick
baths, double garage, central dining room, very large family Plasma bring by the office et
heat and air. You must see this. room, built-In appliances in 103 No. 4th IR.
1T14C
SUNSET BOULEVARD: 3-bed- kitchen, and a breakfast area.
mom brick, 1% baths, fenced Outstanding color scheme and
back yard, ail built-ins, drapes. decor inside and out. Let us
Excellent location mid priced show you this fine home.
JUST OUTSIDE the city limits,
right.
HOU' WANTIO
POE SALE
ORDINANCE NO. 500 BERENT
WIMP WANTED
!OLP WANTOD
a full basement with 3 bed-bedroom
BELMONT:
3
ING AN ORDINANCE AUTHON
TREAT rugs right, they'll be a SOMEONE to stay with elder- SMALL apartment for working brick, 2 baths, double garage, rootns, bath, tad a 3-car ga- ORIZING THE CITY OF MURdelight if cleaned with Blue ly lady. Do light Muse work, man only. Available Sept. 1. carpet, central heat and air. rage. Ideal for a car repair or RAY, KENTUCKY, TO EXELustre. Rent electric
A-30-C N. 16TH STREET: 9-bedroom clean up shop.
room and board plus salary. Call 753-7508.
CUTE A CONTRACT, LEASE
A-30-C Phone 753-3608.
Bid
shampoer91.
Electric FOR THE large family, or if AND OPTION WITH THE MURA-28-C FURNISHED
apartment for two concrete block house.
beat, large beautiful lot, $7,- you just want a lot of room, RAY - CALLOWAY COUNTY
CHROME DINETTE Set, 2 elec- WANTED: Experienced paint- college boys. Call 753-3143.
a 4-bedroom located in one of PUBLIC HOSPITAL CORPORAtric wall heaters, metal utility ers. Steady work. Good pay, inA-30-C 500.
NEW three-bedroom brick ve- the better areas of Keeneland TION AND TO TAKE ALL
cabinet, room divider, wood 3 surance furnished. For further
TWO-BEDROOM
house, 521 neer in Bagwell Manor. Cathed- Subdivision. Entry hall, fam- OTHER ACTION NECESSARY
section, 1 wood table. 1 antique information dial 753-5287.
South 13th Street, gas hest, ral ceiling in living room, 2 ily room, kitchen with built- OR DESIRABLE TO CARRY
Ice box. Phone 436-2289. TFNC
84-C $80.00 per month. Telephone bathe, nearly finished and very
Applications for employment now being accepted.
ins, 2 ceramic baths, attached OUT A PLAN OF FINANCING
If you are interested in regular work, with advancement
TWO RIDING horses, horse EXPERIENCED waitresses, 753-3018.
A-30-C nice. Moderately priced.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF HOSgarage, paved drivesw.
opportunities, job security, good working conditions,
trailer and saddle. Call 489- cooks and salad makers. Full
NEW three-bedroom brick in A LARGE duplex located near PITAL IldPROVEMEN'TS AND
TWO-BEDROOM
air-conditioned
A-29-C time and partime. Must be neat,
2963.
Meadow Green Acres, garage.
competive wages plus many other employee benefits,
University. Excellent place A HOSPITAL ADDITION AND
trailer. Private lot, two miles Nice and moderately priced. the
THE PUBLIC
Paid for b_y the Company, such as:
plus good income from APPROVING
live
to
efficient
and
able
to
furnish
SPEED QUEEN washing maout. City water furnished. $56.00 TEN-ROOM brick on So. Sixth
which is present- SALE OF BONDS TO BE SOLD
chine, wringer type, with ben- good references. Apply In per- month or sell for $800.00. Call Street. One of Murray's finest the other side
lyleascd. Lots of appliances in- AND ISSUED BY MURRAYe
ch. Good condition. Call 753- son Colonial House Smorgas- 753-8572.
A-30-C older homes. 2% baths, 6 bedHospital-surgical insurance for employee
CALLO WAY COUNTY PUBLC
cluded.
bord,
Highway
841
North.
3308.
A-29C
basement.
Real
rooms,
dry
full
HOSPITAL CORPORATION.
that
and his family.
home
OLDER
FRAME
2
-BEDROOM
trailer,
on
private
A-30-C
WHEREAS, the City of Murneeds repair. Located on a beauCOATS and dresses, girls, sizes
lot Electric heat and air-con- fine.
ditining, couple only. Call 753- CIRCARAMA: Beautiful 3-bed- tiful wooded lot 100' x 450'. ray, Kentucky, as well as Cal8 and 10. Girl Scout uniform,
Life insurance for employee.
6311.
size 8. Excellent condition. Call
A-30-C room brick home. Split bath, See this place and make us an loway County, Kentucky, are in
central heat and air. Carpet is offer.
need of additional hospital fa753-7425.
A-29C
NICE sINEPING rooms for beautiful. Fine location
and UNDER construction, a well de- cilities by making improvements
Nine paid Holidays each year.
BOAT, motor, and trailer, one
boys, one block from campus. lovely home.
signed interior and exterior 3- to the existing facilities and by
Our Manufacturing Plant, Phone 753-8425 or 753-5962.
year old. Call 753-8815. A-29-C
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on Col- bedroom brick with 2 large constructing a hospital addilocated in Cadiz. Ky., has
Liberal vacation schedule.
Sept 30-C lege Terrace. Central heat and baths, fireplace in the family tion, and
EIGHT WEEK OLD puppies,
several permanent openair, 2 baths, double carport.
WHEREAS, it is deemed deroom, built-in appliances in the
three quarter Collie, one quarNEW three - bedroom brick, THREE-BEDROOM
production workbrick ve- kitchen, double garage plus a sirable and for the best interfor
ings
ter Shepherd, sire and dam
built-in oven and range, one
Retirement and pension program.
ers willing to work any and one-half baths, three miles neer on So. 11th., with income storage area, and a blacktop ests of the City that the action
both working stock dogs and
apartment.
driveway included. This home herein provided for be taken,
shift.
great pets. $8.00 and $10.00.
learn city with option to buy. TWO-BEDROOM
brick veneer is bargain priced at $27,000.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
Plus other benefits.
Phone 753-5107 or 753-5117.
If interested, please con- Call 753-7191.
S-3-C on Shady Lane, 2 baths, cenYou may select your own color ORDAINED BY THE COMMON
A-29-P
personnel
tact
office,
the
You may obtain an application by writing to EmCOUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
2-BEDROOM apartment for col- tral heat and air.
scheme.
Cadiz Spring Products
1968 350 HONDA. Can see at
lege boys. Cali 937-3515. 5-3-C FIFTEEN-ROOM house on Main LOCATED near the City Park, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
ployment Manager. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., P.O.
Division
Street. Good Investment.Cen- a 2-story, 4-bedroom brick ve- FOLLOWS:
H & H Small Engine Service,
Box 570, Union City, Tenn., 38261, or pick one up from
DUPLEX apartment for cou- tral heat, well kept.
Hoover Ball and Bearing
1. The Mayor and the City
Lynn Grove, phone 435-5701
neer with formal dining room,
ples only. Call 753-8067.
NEW DUPLEX on Peggy Ann recreation room in the base- Clerk are hereby authorized and
the Gatehouse at the factory entrance.
Company
after five p. m.
A-29C
S-8-C Drive. Modern and with stor- ment. Choice lot with large directed to execute a Contract,
Cadiz, Kentucky
LITTLE GIRLS clothes, sizes
age place, 2 bedrooms each trees.
Lease and Option with the
An Equal Opportunity
3 and 4. Call 753-4439. A-30-C
side.
INCOME PROPERTY: A 9-room Murray-Calloway County PubEmployer
A-30-C
lic Hospital Corporation, a copy
FOUR YEAR OLD Pony, brokBAGWELL MANOR: Three-bed- frame house with 5 bedrooms,
of which instrument is made a
en, gentle. Call 753-7201.
room brick veneer on Guthrie 3 baths. Located near the CamA-30-C
idc
Drive. Large family room, may pus and presently leased for part of the minutes of the meetover $3,000 per year. Large ing at which this ordinance was
closets.
COLUMBIA STEREO, console,
• NEW ROOF EASY-Apply Hyproposed for adoption.
INCOME PROPERTY on Miller. wooded lot.
Large
Kiss Fibrated Asphalt Alumi- Walnut cabinet, AM-FM radio,
2. The Mayor and City Clerk
Apartment upstairs rents for INCOME PROPERTY:
$10000.
753-2443
or
Call
753num. Let us show you how easy
are hereby authorized to exeho
use
located
on
North
16th.,
$179.00
per
month,
A-30-C
MIA& ESTATE FOR SALE
to apply, bow it stops leaks and 1715.
3 bedr°°°nis across from the University. The cute any and all other further
NO
down.
does the job for only 3 cents $ LADY TO DO domestic work
THREE-BEDROOM brick on house has a good heating sy- instriunerrts and to take any
97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east ELECTROLUX SALES & Sirsquare foot. Ask about the spec- from two to five p. as., four
Sha Wa Court.. Double garage, stem and is in a good state of and all further steps reasonof Murray near Li
Liberty Church vs, Box 213 Murray, Xy, C.
ie/ 20 gallon drum price. Hugh- days a week. Must be able to
2
baths, central air. Priced re- repair. This property could eas- ably necessary or desirable in
with 3-bedroom house, bath M. Sanders. Phone 3824178,
es Paint Store, 401 Maple St. drive car. Cell 753-1742 after
ily be converted into a tri-plex carrying out the plan of fiduced.
with running water, partly fin- 14111hT1116, KY.
Sept.-174
Oct-3-C five p. as.
A-30-P
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on Mag- and its large corner lot offers nancing represented by such
ished. Also a basement aeperate
nolia. 2 baths, central heat and ample parking space for rent Contract, Lease and Option,
with living quarters. Farm is REGISTER NOW to r dance 1 FAIRBANKS-MORSE Port- WANTED: Woman, part time,
3. That the proposed issuance
era.
classes.
Lyndia
Cochran
Dance
air.
fenced and running spring waable Beam, 1000 lb. platform to do housework. Call 753-8453.
Murray-C.alloway
County
Studio. Phone 753-4047.
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on So. AN EXCEPTIONAL lake cabin by
ter. Sale price $16,000.00.
scale, excellent condition. Call
located in Panorama Shores Public Hospital Corporation of
Sept.-6-C 753-1652.
7th
Street.
ONE ACRE commercial lot with
Full
basement
with
S-2-C
Excellent design, full size base- $1,000,000 of its Mortgage Bonds
fireplace.
WANTED at once Store Manantique frame building on Hwy WANTED: 500 citizens
who 1969 .4,ONDA 350 Scrambler.
TWO-BEDROOM brick on Pop- ment, very nice and air condi- dated August 1, 1969, is here88 across from the Holiday want to send one dollar
Trainee. B. S. Degree. Serager
to vic- Call 75S-7656 or after six p.
contact:
as, vice exempt. Salary open. Jobs
lar near University. Attached tioned, wooded lot. Contains by approved.
Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. Pric- tim of Hurricane Camille.
Send 753-8147.
All ordinances, resolutions or
S-2-C Unlimited Employment Agency,
garage, nice yard and good lo- 1520 sq. ft. of floor space and
ed to sell, $18,500.00.
to Call,oway County Red Cross,
motions
is
or parts thereof in eonpriced
at
only
$11,800.
cation.
1827 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
AL
‘
BEDROOM
cottage
in Box
Murray, Ky.
5-8-C FIIIGIDAIRE electric, range Phone
CIRCARAMA on Fairlane: 3- WE HAVE many excellent flirt herewith are hereby re442-8161.
S-2-C
Shores, lot size 75'
40". Good conditiOn, $45.00.
bedroom stone. Attached ga building lots in desirable loca- pealed to the extent of such
. Price $6600-00Phone 753-6160.
S-3-C RETAIL SALES Personel, age
rage, large lot, fine location. tions; several are wooded. Come conflict.
WE HAVE all types and sizes
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
GATESBOROUGH: Two lovely by our office at 502 Maple or
of building lots in SW of MurFIRST QUALITY Spinet Piano. 30-55, bookkeeping experience
call us at any time to discuss (Seal of City)
3
-bedroom
homes.
Powerful Tone, beautiful clas- desired but not necessary. Apray in the city school district,
Carpeted,
Between 8:00 a.m.
central heat and air, 2 baths. your Real Estate needs. We ap- /Weeks:
sic style. Will transfer on great- ply, P. 0. Box H-26, Murray.
sewer and water, price $2000
and 5:00 p.m.
Stanford Andrus
A-2-C
THREE
-BEDROOM brick on preciate your business.
to $4000.00.
ly reduced payments to person
j17c
Kirkwood. Beautiful exterior, TUCKER REALTY & Insurance City Clerk
with
ALSO HAVE building lots in
good
credit
only.
Inspecwith
2 baths, carpet and all conven- Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
1TC
tion arranged without obligabeautiful Panorama Shores,
Parking Lot
Kentucky,
Phone
753-4342,
iences.
tion. Write Home Office, Joplin
price ranging from $750.00 to
AUTOS FOR &ALI
DISTINCTIVE DESIGN, &bed- Home phones: Donald R. Tuck$2000.00.
Piano Co., Joplin, Mo.
S-3-P
FLAT STEEL bed truck with
room
brick on Johnson in er, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan,
FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom
or
UPRIGHT
sides,
runners,
grain
steel
PIANO.
Keeneland,
$50.00.
Phone
2 baths, double ga- 753-4978; W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
home completely furnished,
753-2253.
A-90-C
rage, central heat and air. Has 733-8702.
S-3-P foot length. Very good condielectric heat and air condition
tion. Call 753-5452.
A-29-C
Located in Paris. Tenn.,
everything.
ing, double garage, $100.00 per
TWO ANGUS bulls, one a son
CANTERBURY: 4 - bedroom
next to Commercial
month at Panorama Shores.
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) Troy, Tennessee
of Anikonian Peerless. Both top 1956 FORD two-ton truck with
brick. French Provincial design, TWO-BEDROOM brick home, Fifty-four families
Bank on East Wood St.
Couples only
in Escondido
conditioned,
air
electric
imotch breeders. Would con- grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
heat,
everything you'd want in deluxe
FOR ALL your Real Estate
Call 753-5114
Village, Stanford University's
automatic
dish
washer,
sider trading for cows either
large
Bm
home.
trriFuL urge
needs call or see FREEMAN
Murray, Ky.
carport and utility room, sit- married student housing
Hereford or Angus. Darrell 1961 FALCON, 4-door, stand3-bedroom ting on extra large lot with complex, are fighting the rising
transmission, $200.00. Real
ard
JOHNSON, Southside Shopping
Shoemaker, phone 753-2248.
brick
in
Kingswood, large treeclean. Call 753-5375.
A-30-C
Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 7535-3-C
Phone 1-901-932-3112
studed lot. Built for luxurious city water. Located approxi- cost of living by raising their
2731.
84-C
mately five files from Murray own vegetables.
1967 AUST1N-HEALY
3,000
living.
Charleston, Mo.
GRAIN DRILL Cultipacker and
on Highway 121. Call 753-8662.
On 15-foot plots near the
NEW SHIPMENTS
Mark
convertible,
White
THREE
-BEDROOM
brick on
Phone 1-314443-6141
Bush-Hog disc. Phone 753-4892.
A-30-C apartments are fast-growing
BY OWNER. Three-bedroom
mint condition. Will consider
Hermitage. One of a kind beauVinson
Tractor
&
Imp.
Co.
sep
brick home with carport, large
any reasonable offer. Phone
ty. You must see this to be- FARM, 116 acres on Blood Riv- stands of carrots, tomatoes,
Now arriving in living
S-8-C 753-4996.
den and kitchen combination,
S-5-C
lieve
its beauty and liveability er Road with remodeled home, beans, corn, potatoes and.
two ceramic tile baths. Central room, bedroom and dining ELECTRIC POLES, 35 to 45 feet
THREE-BEDROOM brick on tenant house, outbuildings, two squash, not to mention rhubarb.
room
furniture.
PROFESSIONAL
Some
extra
GMC Pick-ups, new
residential
better
heat and air-conditioning. PosThe plots are lineal
Story. Large rooms, 1% baths, everlasting wells, on black top
long. These are almost new
session immediately. 753-8025 shipments in unfinished fur- creosoted poles will be deliver- trucks, lower prices at Hatcher painting. Brush, roll, spray. Ref- central heat and air, huge
descendants
of World War II
road,
mail, school, and milk
or 753-2731.
S-9-C niture: chest dressers, round ed for $12.50 each. Call Lynn Auto Sales, South lath Street. erences. Free estimate& Phone
Victory Gardens, which
routes.
A.
B.
Dodson,
phone
oak tables and ladden back
7534486.
8epL-164
S-3-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick ve- 436-2245.
A-30-C flourished when an earlier
THREE-BEDROOM how* with chairs, metal base, wall util- Robinson 489-3801 or 489-2341.
1,VILL DO baby sitting in my neer on Keeneland, 2 baths,
married student complex was
54-C
two baths, den, central heat ity and china cabinets.
be. Phone Mrs. Kent Wright carpet, central air. Bargain
filled with GI students and their
and air. Phone 753-3043.
Good selection cushion and
753-6251.
families.
WANTED TO RENT
ITC priced.
H-A-30-C vinyl floor covering.
We just thought it would be
LITTLE GIRLS clothes thru MSU FACULTY member, de- WILL DO SEWING or altera- KINGSWOOD: Three-bedroom
brick. Central heat and air, 2
fun to develop a green thumb
size
little
7
and
boys
clothes
Bibs
Knight
Talks
About
sires to rent furnished house, tions in my home. Also second
BY OWNER - three-bedroom
CARROWAY FURNITURE
while we had the chance," says
thru size 5. Call 753-2477.
Murray or vicinity. Call 762- hand coats for sale. Phone 753- baths, double garage, carpet
Dividends
brick home, Sift, by 81 ft., on
COMPANY
Mrs. Nancy Holderman, whose
A-30-C
4788.
NVEST
A-30-C
large lot. All electric, central
2300.
IN REAL ESTAT
Real nice and good buy.
two children help with the
105 N. 3rd St., Murray Ky.
air and heat. Keeneland SubLARGE DUPLEX on Dodson.
gardening chores.
Phone 753-1502
division. $24,000.00. Phone 753ANTIQUE white bedroom suite
3-bedrooms each side, vinyl
NOTICE
7525.
NOTICE
Sept. 13-C
floors. Extra nice.
H-1TC In excellent shape. Solid oak
library table. Matching bowl
KINGSWOOD: lovely large
Kentucky Lake
'and pitcher. Cordial set, wicker
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
Leatherwood Development
*hair and odd chair. Phone
slate foyer, thermopane glees,
150 ACRES. Owners have other
753-5437.
double garage, central heat and
A-30-P
interest and will make very libair. Truly deluxe.
eral terms or contract agree135 ACRES on Irvin Cobb
TWO
50
CC
Motorcycles.
Both
ment. This project needs a
Road, 70 acres pasture. A fine
In excellent condition. Extras.
pusher. A great chance to have
investment, $14,000.
$125 each. Call 753-6783.
your own lake Subdivision. 422-ACRE LOT on Penny Road,
A-30-C
Iota already sold. Call or write,
reasonable.
T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
JUST LLSTED 80 acres southRoad, Nashville, Tenn. 37215
CARPETS and life too can be
ROACHES
west of Lynn Grove.
(2974548).
beautiful if you use Blue Lus8-2-C
Carry Germs
ALMO: 3-bedroom frame, acre
tre. Rent electric shampooer
SPIDERS
Lot, modern.
Y new four-bedroom
$1. Western Auto Store, Home
Are Poison
house in Keeneiand
ALMO: 2-bedroom frame, gas
of "The Wishing Well". A-30-C
TiEMITSS
Sub-division. This house featheat, garage.
Eat Your Home
One block from M . S . U.
ures a panelled family room
1965 NINETEEN FOOT Dun841 NORTH, 1.2 miles north of
with fireplace. Large dining
city, 9 acres and garage apart- Building has three apartLocally owned and operat- phy speedboat, Mere-Cruiser.
room. Study with shag carpet
ments with income of $235.
ment. Good for developing.
ed for 30 years. We can be Inboard-outboard. Fully equipand is co/or planned through- reached 24
ped. New motor. Perfect condimonthly. Good investment at
hours a day.
out. Must be seen to be apprection. Call 753-6565.
WE HAVE several nice lake $15,500.00.
A-30-C
Call Today For FREE
iated. Priced right to sell now.
cottages and other lake pro- Apartment complex. with six
And They're Going At Big Discounts
Call 753-3903.
Inepectlen
perty.
nits. Five of these are furCARD OF THANKS
rheas 7534014
SEE US about selling your proIncome is $575. per
ished.
We
to
our
express
wish
deep
Member Chamber of
perty. We are free at most any
onth. You can live in one
appreciation and thanks to our
Commerce and Builders
time to come out and make an
WANTS TAX REFORMS--,-Morapartment and others will
many friends and relatives who
Association. LCP-196
appraisal.
We Are Over
timer
M. Caplin, former Inhave been so kind to us after
mortgage.
your
y oft
ternal Revenue commissionwe were injured in a car acciyour
return
on
best
the
For
And These Trucks Must Go
er, has called for sweeping
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate investment, call your real
dent on July 5. Special thanks
reforms he says would perneeds come by or call GUY
to the doctors and nurses who
estate broker. WILSON
mit tax rates to be slashed
SPANN REAL 'MATE AGare so kind to us while we are
by 14 per cent. His proposed
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na- REALTY COMPANY. acro
in Room 305 at the Murray
tional Hotel Building. Business from post office Phone 753
reforms would be far more
Calloway County Hospital, those
Phone 753-1914
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone: 3263. Wayne 753 5086. Edn
who have sent food and flow.
comprehensive than those
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise 753 4910, Bill 7 5 3 5 6 5 7 o
era, and to each one for every
passed by the. HOU3it this
Located 1110 Se. 13114 Si.
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 75.'- Charles 753-9805.
a30c _.summer and now under conkindness.
ee or Call 753-5273
8919, Gary Young, 753-8109.
7th. & Ma in Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Amos McCarty
sideration by the Senate FiH M -5C
H-S-2-C
1TC
nance Committee.
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GOODYEAR TIRE I RUBBER CO.
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ay's Puzzle
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"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
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Free Estimates
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Business
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Lease

16.

STAGNER
CONST. CO.

Land Clearing and
Excavation
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Now on Display

1970 FORD PICKUP TRUCKS
A Complete New Line of
Trucks to Choo se From

1

We Have 25 New1969
Trucks Left Over

No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused
Stockad

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

GET
ATTENTION

Come by and Talk with us Before You Trade

PARKER FORD INC.

Earthy Approach
Cutting Costs
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Harvey Collier,
Want to Travel? And Get Paid Fly It? Hardmon
ey,Dies
Become a U.S. Diplomatic Courier!

BOAZ, Ky., Aug. 29-Harvey
Collier, retired farmer of Boaz
Rt. 1, Hardmoney community,
died at 5:40 p.m. Thursday at
Benton Municipal Hospital. He
was 85.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Filbeck
and Cairn Funeral Chapel in
Benton. Burial will be in Boaz
Cemetery with grandsons serving as pallbearers.
Mr. Collier is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Evean Collier of Boaz
Rt. 1; two daughters, Mrs. Earl
Karnes of Symsonia and Mrs.
Kirt Rodgers of Bangor, Mich.;
two sons, Joel Collier of Mayfield Rt. 6 and Charles Collier
of Boaz Rt. 1; 15 grandchildren
and 13 great-grandchildren.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

By RAYMOND WILODVE
• Central Press Association
Corresponden t
WASHINGTON
Do you
want to travel like you'ye never
traveled before, visiting virtually every nation' in the world,
and getting paid for it? Then
you're in luck, if you can meet
certain requirements, for the
United States is in the market
for diplomatic couriers.
Those are the guys-you see
in the movies, with their attache case and its ciassified material handcuffed to their wrist,
their suit bulging with a hidden
automatic. Only they don't do
it that way now.
The State Department says
the position isn't particularly
dangerous, and you do get tosee the world. You work out
of Washington, D.C., Bangkok,
Thailand, or Frankfurt, West
Germany.
Twenty-six couriers cover the
Western Hemisphere and West
and South African nations,
while the balance of the approximately
100
diplomatic
couriers cover the rest of the
world. Their task is to carry
and safeguard diplomatic correspondence between the State
Department and American diplomatic and consular posts
abroad.

SATURDAY - AUGUST 30. 1969

No. Korea
_

three hours seated on his dipThe Communists said they
lomatic pouch beside the closed
Syr.
would consider releasing the
gate whiling away the time
men only after the United
pitching stones at the African
States admits to the "criminal
lizards.
To avoid the possibility of
act" of sending the 'copter over
being on a plane hijacked to
North Korea and promises it
Havana, couriers use automowill not happen again.
biles, trucks and trains to carry
The first information on the
diplomatic mail in North Amerfate of the crewmen was
ica. When traveling to South
revealed at a meeting between
America, they minimize the
Allied and Communist officials
risk by flying on military craft
at the Korean Military Armisas far as Panama, at least.
tice Commission. Two previous
It's a three-year job and the
requests for the information
courier is then considered for
had been turned down.
a permanent position in the
State Department or Foreign
This time, Maj. Gen. Ri
Service. The requirements are
Choon-Sun
of North Korea
stringent.
agreed to the demand of U.S. MAGNIFICENT DRIVING MACHINE-The '70
Dodge Challenger, only new entry
* • •
Marine
Maj. Gen. Arthur
in the sporty specialty car field, is built for luxury, performance, and comfort.
THE APPLICANT Must be
Adams.
single and agree not to wed the
This roomiest specialty car goes on display in dealer showrooms September 25.
first year, be between the ages
Suffer Injuries
of 21 and 31, an American citHe said Capt. David H. incident.
iten for at least five years,
Crawford of Pooler, Ga. and
U.S. officials have said the
have completed his military obSpec.4 Herman E. Hofstatter of bubble-topped observation heliligation and at least two years
Adults
By UNITED PRESS,.INTERNATIONAL
86
Lowpoint, Ill., had suffered copter was unarmed and had
of college, be in good physical
Nursery
5
serious injuries, WO Malcolm strayed off course when it was
shape, be able to drive a car,
Admissions
V. Lopke of Richmond, Ind., shot clown. Witnesses watching
have an ,impec.cable backMIAMI - Mrs. Barbara Aparicio Presley, a passenger on
Miss Betty Timmons, Rte. 1, was slightly hurt.
ground, and be able to pass the
from South Korea corroborated a Miami-to-New Orleans flight hijacked
to Cuba, telling how
Federal Service Entrance Ex- Gilbertsville; Guy McCuiston, "They are now receiving the contention.
the hijacker noticed she had overheard his discussing his plans
1704 Col. Farm Rd.; Mrs. Bessie medical
amination.
treatment," Ri said, In demanding an American
with his two young sons.
The position pays $7,639 a Irene Bynum, Rte. 3, Murray; giving no details on the men's apology this
A diplomatic courier-tha
time and an
year to start, plus allowances Charles Carter Mathis, Rte. 2, injuries. The 0H23 helicopter
"He looked at me and said. 'If you speak Spanish. don't
way it once was.
assurance
that
incident
such
an
while traveling and while sta- Hazel; Mrs. Rubie Lois Tucker, went clown
say
a word. You have two children and I have the gun.'"
just
across
the
would
again,
Ri
not
happen
The courier is met at each tioned overseas. There are an- 405 N. 3rd, Murray; Mrs.
Mag- north-south border, 25 miles
stop by American Embassy of- nual salary increases of about gie Dawson,
said:
•
*
*
Rte. 2, Dover, north
BILOXI, Miss. - Mayor Danny Guice, commenting upon
of Seoul.
"If your side frankly admits
,
Tenn.; Mrs. Liva Ahart, Rte. 4,
IF YOU get the job, you at* ficials. On overnight stops, the $225.
material
classified
is
stored
"You have stated that your the criminal act of having the lingering effects of Hurricane Camille, particularly the loss
at
If you 'think you can fill the Cadiz; Lilburn Rayburn, 410 S.
the world in a hurry. The African run of 25,000 miles is the U.S. Embassy or consular requirements, fill out the gov- 6th, Murray; Mrs. Helen B. Ray- side wounded three UNC (U.N. dispatched a military aircraft of hundreds of thousands of dollars in property and sales tax
Command) personnel on Aug. into our side and seriously revenues when Gulf Coast cities need it the most:
ernment's standard application burn, 410 S. 6th, Murray;
covered in 19 days, while 21 office.
Mrs.
*
• •
17, 1969. Now I ask you to violated our sovereignty in a
form for employment (SF-171), Dell K. Finney, E.
days are allotted for the 17,000
"We're broke. We need legislation just to continue our basic
Poplar, Murmiles on the South American
DESPITE romanticism as- which can be obtained at a post- ray.
immediately return them for flagrant violation of the armis- government activities."
sociated with the work by Hol- office and most federal offices,
route.
proper
medical treatment," tice agreement and apologizes
Dismissals
and adventure writers, and send it to the Department
1
Adams told Ri.
The courier no longer carriesywood
to our side for it and submits a
Miss
Karen
Tolley,
404
Elm
DETROIT - Bernadette Devlin, the Roman Catholic MemThe Communist general re- document guaranteeing in a
an attache case because most the task is often humdrum. On of State, Employment Division, Ct. Broken Arrow, Okla.; Mrs.
ber of Parliament from Northern Ireland. commenting on her
Washington,
SA-8,
D.C.
20528.
overnight
one
stop the material
classified material is too bulky.
peated
earlier
North
Korean
Veranda Linn, Box 224, Benton;
responsible manner that you transformed opinion
of Americans after enjoying their generos
The government is especially, Mrs.
Quite often it's too heavy to be VMS too bulky to be removed
Neva Manning, Rte. 3, allegations the 'copter flew will
not
commit such a ity
during her tour to seek relief fnuds:
carried by the courier and is from the plane, so the courier seeking minority candidates, in- Benton;
across
the
border
on
a
hostile
Mrs.
violation
L.
B.
of the armistice
Spann, Rte.
transported in the cargo hold -bablraat- with it all night in cluding Negro, Oriental. Indian 1,
"Americans in Ireland are big, fat men with big. long
Hazel; Mrs. Shirley J. Free- mission.
agreement again, following the
and Mexican-Americans. Their
of the plane. It's the last thing the ship's cargo hold.
cigars and great big mouths. The only thing that is small about
Adams
replied:
man,
Rte.
"I
4,
told
Benton;
you
Mrs.
past
practice,
Sarah
we
will
consider
loaded and the first to be reOn another occasion, there applications should be mailed
them is their pockets. Now I see that Americans aren't great. big
moved. The courier closely su- was a wait at Ft. Lamy, Chad, -to Frederick D. Pollard Jr.. L. Hunter, Rte. 5, Murray; Ron- emphatie4y that the helicopter your request for the return of
pervises the operation. He's the between planes
olosed the Department of State, Room nie G. Stone, Rte. 6, Murray; was not dispatched to fly over the pilots who are in our people with great big anythings. They are just ordinary people
on a big mass of land."
last man aboard and the first airport there between planes, 7332. Office of Equal Oppor- Mrs. Lovie Lois Pritchett, Dex- North Korean territory and had hands."
one off.
so the coutilier spent the next tunity, Washington., D.C. 20520 ter; Mrs. Mary Ann Shulta, Rte. no hostile intention against your
1, Farmington; Walker Ooley, side."
NEW YORK - Robin Bailie. one of the two Northern Irish
Rte. 1, Hardin; Mnt. Eva M. Mc.
Refuses To Accept AnswerPITTSBURGH (1,14
legislators dogging Miss Devlin's trail with the message that
'Thiel, 401 'North5th, Murray; -Ri refused to accept Adams' Pittsburgh Penguins of the
Marvin Morris, -Rte. 3, Murray; answer and continued in the National Hockey League will she is "a Fidel Castro in a miniskirt," with their assessment of
Marvin Hale, Rte. 1, Murray; 105-minute meeting to demand play a nine-game exhibition her real motives:
"We will outline her plan for establishing in Northern IreMrs. Georgie Chester, Rte. 1, the United States disclose its scheduled this year, the team
land
and the south of Ireland a Cuban type of -socialist governLynn Grove.
"military purpose" in the announced Tuesday.
ment."

Arson Suspected

Hospital Report

GOLDEN POND, Ky., Aug. 29
-The FBI will be called into
the investigation of a fire of
mysterious origin which destroyed early today a frame
house which was owned by the

Graves Man
Dies In
House Fire

Quotes From The News

-

FBI To Assist In Probe Of
Land Between The Lakes Fire
Tennessee Valley Authority.
TVA officials confirmed tonight the FBI will assist t h e
TVA investigators in the probe
of the causes of the fire which
was first reported at 12:45 a.m.
The house is reportedly t h e
former property of Miss Genella
Bogard, who lived there until
about four years ago. It was located on a -gravel recta" about
21
/
2 miles north of U.S. 68 on the
shores of Lake Barkley.
The TVA purchased the property as part of its overall land
condemnation or the Land Between the Lakes.
Many area residents acclaimed the house as one of the
showcases of the LBL area.
The fire comes in the wake of
a Federal court judgement
Thursday which ordered 33 former landowners of the LBL area
to vacate the property by De
cember 31.
The court ruling was the culmination of a dispute stretching
over several years between

Rites Are Today
For Marvin Hale

tach any connection between the
possible arson incident and the
Federal court ruling.
Paul Purvis, TVA specialist in
property protection who handled
the initial investigation of t h
fire, said there was a definite
possibility of arson.

Funeral services for Marvin
Hale of Murray Route One will
be held today at three p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bra.
Dean Cruthchfield and Bro.
William Porter officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Wilson Gantt, Paul Ragsdale,
Ralph Ragsdale, Frank Hale,
Tommy Hale, and Voris Parker.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Gerald Coles, John Tom Taylor, Edward Curd, Pat ThompHenry Ward, publisher of son, Buddy Irvin, Hugh White,
the Paducah Sun-Democrat and Raacoe Earhart, Wilton Holland,
the Democratic candidate for !Hollis Walker, Joe Bruce Wilgovernor of Kentucky in 1967, son, Hugh Miller, M. W. Henry,
is job hunting and looking to- Johnny Roach, Will Smith, John
Jewell, and Pete Henson.
ward Louisville.
Burial will be in the Murray
Ward said his position with
the Paducah newspaper was a cemetery with the arrange"temporary one and my time ments by the J. H. Churchill
will be up here in January." Funeral Home.
Mr. Hale, age 64, died ThursHe indicated in a telephone
interview yesterday that he day at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
was looking for a new job.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
"It's no secret I would enjoy
becoming part of Louisville," Novie Hale; two daughters, Mrs.
Ward said. But he said he pres- Fred McCord and Mrs. Don Mcently had no specific job in Cord; four granddaughters,
mind. "I'm just relaxed and Teresa, Donna, Debbie, and
talking to a few people," he Terri McCord; five sisters, Mrs
Mark Parker, Mrs. Stella Ragssaid.
dale, Mrs. Fred Collie, Mrs.
David Castleman, and Miss Edna Hale; two brothers, Kenneth
and George Hale.

Ward Slated To
Leave Newspaper

MAYFIELD, Ky., Aug. 29-A
58-year-old Graves County man
died Thursday night as a result
of a fire which destroyed a por-'
tion of his house near the Pryorsburg community, about six
miles southwest of here.
Graves County Coroner James
Mills ruled the death of Norman
Jonce Clapp as accidental following an inquest at the scene
of the 10 p.p. mishap.
former LBL landowners and the
According to his wife, Clapp
TVA.
had been on the couch in the
TVA officials declined to atliving room when she left the
house to visit her daughter a
short distance away. Mills said
Clapp's body was found in the
kitchen where be apparently had
gone in an attempt to escape
the flames.
jayANNee, mass. END - Joan
The coroner said it appeared
hat Clapp had been smoking on Kennedy is expected to leave
he couch and fallen asleep with Cape Cod Hospital today af
. HARRISBURG. Pp. (UPII -- (Continued From Pagii
One)
the cigarette setting the couch losing the baby she and Sen
Beware of the dog -- especially
on fire. Mills said the living Edward M. Kennedy were exthe stray that .
-Junior or Susie Tommy Carroll, and Billie Carroom was heavily damaged by pecting in February.
A hospital spokesman said brings home and wants to keep roll.
the fire before the Wingo fire
Dorothy Holland, Alfred Linddepartment could extinguish the Friday night Mrs. Kennedy pro- as a pet.
That's the advice of Dr. sey, rances Parker, and Ralph
bably will leave today, although
blaze.
"no definite decision has been Ernest J. 'Witte, chief of the McCuiston.
Mrs. Clapp said her son-inWoodfin Hutson, Jennie Hut
made." He said she was "feel- veterinary public health section
law spotted the house in flames
of the Pennsylvania Health son, Henry Fulton, and Jerelene
ing Fine."
and attempts to go into the
Mrs. Kennedy, 32, was taken Department. It applies to all Sullivan.
house proved futile because of
to the hospital stricken with animals, including the appealing
Ace
McReynolds,
Evelyn
heat from the flames.
her third miscarriage while her puppy or kitten that "just Jones, J. H. Shackelford, and
The body was taken- to Byrn husband and two of their three folli.wed me
Betty Lowry.
home."
Funeral Home. Funeral services children were on a camping
R. W. Farrell, Carol Hibbard,
Witte said this is the time of
are set for 2 pht'taturday at trip on Nantucket Island.
year when pleasant weather lures Cook Sanders, arid Nancy FanRozzell's Chapel with the Rev.
The latest tragedy in the Ken- both youngsters and animals drieh.
Milton Clapp and Rev. Emer- nedy family came just six days farther
Gingles Wallis, Juliet Wallis,
from their home bases,
son Rohrer officiating. Burial before the scheduled opening and
it is a good time for parents Hai-on West, and Rebecca West
will be in the Rozzelfs Chapel of an inquest into the death oi to
encourage their children to
Cemetery.
Mary Jo Kopechne, the 28-yeer- avoid all
strange animals, no
old
4Washi
ngton secretary who mat ter how
Survivors. In addition to Mrs.
friendly they
Clapp, include four sons, Bran- drowned when a car driven by appear.
REDS BEEF UP
don, Mayfield Rt. 6, Norman. the senator plunged off a nar- ' Witte said that all
rabid
Gayle and Ronnie, all of May- row bridge into a pond on Chap- animals are not vicious;
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Tale
as is
field Rt. 4, two daughters, Mrs. paquiddick Island.
commonly believed. Instead, a Cincinnati Reds, currently in
Kennedy, obviously saddened frcwieM
Bobby Jetton, Fulton. and Mrs.
ly •ohserved symptom of second place in the Western
Ray Graves, Graves Count y; by his personal loss, visited his rabies is an
"over-friendly Division of the National
four brothers, Rex, Coy and wife at the hospital Friday. He dismisition." •
League, have called up five
Jodie, all of Graves County and walked somberly through the
Because of the ever-present players from their Indianapolis
emergency
room
and rode an
J. P. Clapp, California. and four
farm club In the American
to her second-floor danger of rabies„, Witte
sisters. Mrs' Grace Ballew, Mrs. elevator
emphasized
that
every
animal Aseeriatien.
Dixie Nunley and Mrs. Frarrkie privare room over looking Lenv- bite shdura
'hose called up include:
regarded
is
as
Bay.
_Burgess. an of Graves County,
Bernie
Carbo, Dennis Ribant,
potentially
serious
and
called
He
to
said she was ?feeling
and Topsy McWhorter, CaliLa Hoz, Clyde
the attention of a physician as Mike De
good."
fornia.
Mashore and Danny Breeden.
soon as possible.

Joan Kennedy To
Leave Hospital

Medic Warns
On Stray Pets

Calloway Lineups

S4
Jr
Ca

(Continued From Pogo Ono)
ing the three downed crewmen
in a telephone statement to
United Press International.
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CONTINENTAL CASUALTY
A 70 Year Old Stock Company Announces

Pays $13,000 Cash in Addition to Medicare
(52 Weeks at 150 each Week)

XTRA CARE
Now available for ages 60 and over. No age limit to apply.
Pays when you are sick or injured and hospital confined at
the rate of $250 each week for as long as 52 weeks.

Special Renewal Feature
YOUR POLICY CAN NEVER BE CANCELLED, BENEFITS CAN
NEVER BE REDUCED
AND PREMIUMS CAN NEVER BE INCREASED REGARDLESS
OF AGE, PHYSICAL
CONDITION OR THE NUMBER OF CLAIMS YOU MAKE UNLESS
THE MEMBER COMPANY OF THE CONTINENTAL NATIONAL AMERICAN GROUP
TAKES SUCH ACTION
ON ALL POLICIES BEARING FORM NUMBER
P1-65011-A
P2-65011-A
OR
P8-65011-A ISSUED TO RESIDENTS OF YOUR STATE!

OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES
PAYS cash directly to you.
ACCIDENTS covered when occuring
after the policy's effective date.
PAYS in addition to Medicare and
EXCLUSIONS: war, any disability
•ny other insurance you may carry.
covered by workmen's compensation
YOU choose your own licensed
or occupational disease law, mental
hospital and doctor.
disorders, dental car, treatment
NO reduction of benefits due to
rendered in a V.A. or other federal,
age.
state or local government controlled
NO medical exam is required.
hospital, routine physical exams, and
confinement for custodial care.
NEW sickness covered when the
FOR FREE INFORMATION
loss is contraded 30 days after your
Complete this coupon and mail to:
policy's effective date.
Continental Casualty Company, P.O.
PRE-EXISTING conditions are covered Box 245
Murray Ky. 42011
hen admitted in the application and
Please Furnish Me Free Information
the loss commences 90 days after the
About Xtra Care
policy's effective date.
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